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ABSTRACT
A sociological understanding of natural resource management decisions traces the
links between historical change (How does this historical period differ from other
periods?), society (What social relations exist at this time and how do they persist or
change?), and individuals (What types of conduct and discourse prevail in this society
and in this period?). The papers submitted for this dissertation examine the connections
between identity, social milieu, and historical change relative to three resource
management issues:
(1) The promotion of nature play areas as a novel landscape form. Analysis of
agency materials suggests that these spaces are advertised as bucolic settings for
children’s healthy development. Online and on-site communications about nature play
guide both children’s and adults’ conduct according to specific ideas about nature,
parenting, and education.
(2) The sway of the instrumental rationality inherent in the ecosystem services
approach to planning and management. Traditional sociological theory suggests that, for
all of its promise to internalize environmental externalities in decision-making, the
ecosystem services approach reduces society’s capacity for engaging critically with the
forces that shape our world. The recent “nonhuman turn” in social theory offers
alternatives to the utilitarian ethic and quiescent character of ecosystem services.
(3) The impact of changing demographics in amenity-rich towns on community
wellbeing. This resident survey of four Vermont towns experiencing different rates of
growth examines the utility of categories such as permanent and seasonal residents, and
newcomers and longterm residents, in understanding attitudes toward community
development and preservation of natural and cultural resources.
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CHAPTER 1: COMPREHENSIVE LITERATURE REVIEW
Writing in a time of great societal malaise over the tensions between the
superpowers that emerged out of the Second World War, C. Wright Mills (1959) saw a
critical need to grasp the connections between the seemingly private worries of individual
people and the global transformations impacting society. He called this insight into the
personal, historical, and social dimensions of our lives the “sociological imagination”. In
Mills’ opinion, improving the quality of human life depended on understanding
individual lives in terms of public issues—and public issues in terms of individual lives.
He called for a scholarly discipline that understood “both biography and history, and the
range of their intricate relations” (p. 226).
The papers submitted for this dissertation are animated by a similar interest in the
links between historical change (how does this historical period differ from other periods,
and how does it affect the particular features we are examining in society?), individuals
(what types of conduct and discourse prevail in this society and in this period, and what
individual and group traits are considered meaningful in regards to the features we are
studying?), and society (what social relations and arrangements exist in this particular
society and how do they persist or change relative to the features we are interested in?)
This introductory chapter positions the dissertation within the field of
environmental sociology, and reviews the social transformations that provided the
impetus for the papers that follow. In the process, it also touches on developments in
public policy and planning theory that informed the theoretical and methodological
choices made in the papers.
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Environmental Sociology: From Dependence on Ecosystems
to Co-Construction
Sociology examines the patterned ways in which society shapes our lives
(Macionis, 2012). It attempts to “make sense of the human condition via an analysis of
the manifold webs of human interdependency” (Bauman & May, 2001, p. 9). Sociology
views individual identities, choices, and actions as systematically molded by relations
with others and by the societies to which individuals belong. Its traditional
preoccupations have included social interactions, social structure, social institutions, and
social change.
But the emerging environmental problems of the 1960s and 1970s, including the
pollution—documented by Rachel Carson (1962) and others—of the places in which
people lived, worked, and played led to pointed criticisms of sociology’s disregard of the
environment. Catton and Dunlap (1978) argued that sociology was anchored in a belief in
human exceptionalism. It assumed that culture set humans apart from nature, and that
“cultural accumulation means that progress can continue without limit, making all social
problems ultimately soluble” (Catton & Dunlap, 1978, p. 43). To counter these
assumptions, they called for a “new environmental paradigm” in sociology. This
paradigm would regard humans as interdependently linked to biotic communities and
would examine the physical and biological constraints on economic growth and social
progress. Catton and Dunlap argued that, only by taking into account environmental
factors, “can sociologists continue to understand and explain ‘social facts’” (p. 45).
Catton and Dunlap’s proposal for a new paradigm was not without its critics.
Buttel (1978), for example, argued that the new environmental paradigm did not, in itself,
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provide a novel framework for analyzing the social forces behind the changes and
transformations taking place in the world. Rather, analyses informed by Catton and
Dunlap’s ideas were as contingent as ever on traditional sociological frameworks like
Marxism, for example. In other words, Buttel believed that environmental sociology
could be effectively practiced within existing sociological traditions. And he argued that,
rather than seeing societies as dependent on ecosystems, we needed theories that viewed
biophysical constraints as both the causes and the consequences of structural societal
dynamics (Vaillancourt, 2010).
The flourishing of environmental sociology into a substantive field of inquiry
owes a great debt to the debates around Catton and Dunlap’s call for a paradigm shift in
sociology. Later work in the field has arguably downplayed the notion of a break with
classical sociology, as environmental sociologists have continued to draw on the ideas of
Marx, Weber, and Durkheim, and other foundational authors (Buttel & Gijswijt, 2004).
Murphy (1994), for example, set out to establish a Weberian “ecology of social action”
that focused on “the relationship between social action and the processes of nature” (p.
xi). Murphy argued that the processes of rationalization and intellectualization identified
by Weber as defining modern societies were in fact behind the environmental problems
confronting the world. He examined the various proposed solutions to these problems—
market-based conservation policies, sustainable development frameworks, deep ecology
philosophies, and others—in terms of their attempts to “correct,” re-orient, or reject the
premises of rationalization.
Like many disciplines in the waning decades of the twentieth century,
environmental sociology was confronted by the linguistic “turn” that swept through the
3

humanities and social sciences (Mol, 2006). Broadly speaking, authors associated with
this diverse current of thought tried to identify the codes and conventions that made
meaning possible. They also tended to view the production of knowledge as inherently
implicated in structuring, organizing, formulating, and delimiting both the objects of that
knowledge and the subjects who could speak about them (Foucault, 1971). Researchers
began to recognize that such “natural” features as fields, forests, hills, or mountains can
hold multiple and shifting meanings, contingent on the cultural, social, and political
contexts of particular times and places (Greider & Garkovich, 1994; Schama, 1995;
Walker & Fortmann, 2003; Petrzelka, 2004). For example, having noted that places
evolve “from shared language and discourse,” Stokowski (2002) argued that “what is
visible ‘on the ground’ at any given time is only the working out of one version of reality,
promoted by a set of social actors who have succeeded in using their power and position
to advance their own ideals” (p. 380).
The constructivist turn questioned the traditionally materialist grounding of
environmental sociology. Researchers were prompted to acknowledge the socially
constructed character of environmental problems. They continued to emphasize,
however, “that despite its imperfections science provides vital ‘evidence’ of real-world
conditions,” especially when confronted by problems like climate change (Dunlap, 2010,
p. 20). But the cultural turn opened up the epistemological field of the discipline to
additional ways of questioning and generating knowledge.
The new millennium finds environmental sociology in conversation with ideas
ushered in from systems theory, science and technology studies, geography, affect theory,
and other analytical and theoretical fields. Many of these new directions return, in a way,
4

to a realist ontology—but to one that is non-essentialist and that rejects the nature/culture
and environment/society dualisms. The “real” does not exist “out there” but is “produced
through manifold relations linking human and non-human agents” (Escobar, 2010, p. 98).
Like Catton and Dunlap’s call for a new environmental paradigm, this work is set against
human exceptionalism. But it goes even farther by viewing humans and nonhumans as
co-constructed and by questioning “the fundamental distinction between human science
and nonhuman nature that underwrote much of the social science, history, and philosophy
of science for much of the twentieth century” (Grusin, 2015, p. xv). The “nonhuman
turn” of contemporary times suggests that environmental sociology should regard society
as constitutive of nature (and vice versa) and recognize the agency of a nature that is
materially conjoined with society (Goldman & Schurman, 2000). It questions many of
environmental sociology’s traditional analytical boundaries while simultaneously
rejecting the linguistic turn’s one-sided “social” construction of the world. The nonhuman
turn is thereby promoting new and diverse theories and methodologies for examining the
“structures, institutions, and practices [that] exploit and dominate people and nature”
(ibid., p. 578).
This dissertation illustrates the transformation of sociological theorizing over time
by drawing on traditional sociological theory as well as on the linguistic and nonhuman
turns in environmental sociology, public policy, and planning theory to understand how
human as well as nonhuman identities emerge and are molded in the context of specific
natural resource planning and management decisions. The remainder of the chapter
reviews the social changes and transformations whose implications are explored in the
papers that make up this dissertation.
5

Argumentation in Resource Management Agency Communications:
The Example of Nature Play Areas
Longitudinal analyses of visits to public lands, numbers of fishing and hunting
licenses issued, and camping and hiking indicators point to “a general and fundamental
shift away from people’s participation in nature-based recreation” (Pergams & Zaradic,
2008, p. 2299). The downtrend appears to have begun in the 1980s and is particularly
evident in inter-generational differences in the amount of time spent outside. A study of a
representative sample of U.S. families found that “70 percent of mothers reported playing
outdoors every day when they were young, compared with only 31 percent of their
children. Furthermore, when the mothers played outdoors, 56 percent remained outdoors
for three hours at a time or longer, compared with only 22 percent of their children”
(Clements, 2004, p. 72).
While the exact causes of this shift are difficult to pin down categorically, they
may include a combination of screen time (more time spent with video games, TV, etc.),
increasingly structured childhoods (soccer practices, music lessons, etc.), and a
generalized, unfocused fear of dangers lurking outside (Louv, 2008). The concern with
these trends in the environmental community is great enough to have “moved families,
teachers, community groups, nonprofit organizations, and local, state, and national
governments to seek reconnection between children and green places” (Dunlap & Kellert,
2012, p. xiv).
One of the responses of natural resource management agencies to these trends has
been to set aside portions of public lands for hands-on nature play (Browning, Marion, &
Gregoire, 2013). These specially demarcated areas within larger conservation holdings
6

offer children opportunities for unstructured activities such as playing with mud, stacking
rocks, hopping on tree stumps, building forts, collecting leaves, or splashing in water.
The design goal for these areas is to “facilitate children’s needs to physically manipulate
their environment, providing places where the ‘stuff’ of their surroundings can be picked
up, thrown about, gathered, jumped on, kicked, rolled on, climbed on and into, broken
down, dug up, or taken away without causing offense” (Goltsman, Kelly, McKay, Algara
& Wight, 2009, p. 97).
The first paper submitted for this dissertation examines how managing agencies
communicate at, and about, nature play areas. The paper follows the “argumentative
turn” in policy analysis and planning as it assumes that agency communications do not
simply mirror the reality of the nature play areas but instead actively shape visitors’
perceptions of it. The paper attends to the connotations, framings, symbolism, and other
rhetorical devices that make communications about nature play areas “internally coherent
and externally compelling, persuasively gauged to real and thus diverse political
audiences” (Fischer & Forester, 1993, p. 5, original emphasis).
The analysis focuses specifically on depictions of nature and sanctioned conduct
of both children and adults. The paper argues that the identities and practices promoted
through agency materials support the emergence of nature play as a recreational activity
tied to specific ideas about education, healthy development, and people’s relationship
with nature. As Hajer (1995) noted in regards to narratives that consolidate
understandings of environmental problems, these are “discursive devices through which
actors are positioned, and through which specific ideas of ‘blame’ and ‘responsibility,’
and of ‘urgency’ and ‘responsible behavior’ are attributed” (p. 65). The paper suggests
7

that, in spite of the variety of ways in which agencies promote nature play areas, certain
regularities in how children and adults are asked to respond to the problem of
“disconnection from nature” are discernible.

Ecosystem Services and the Rationality Project
The concept of ecosystem services—that is, the benefits people obtain from
ecosystems, including food and water, climate regulation, nutrient cycling, recreation,
and others—has become the predominant vehicle for integrating the value of nature into
decision-making (Abson et al., 2014; Boisvert, Meral, & Froger, 2013; Scarlett & Boyd,
2015). Indeed, some countries have established national ecosystem assessments based on
the concept (EME, 2011; UK NEA, 2011).
The introduction to a special issue of the journal Frontiers in Ecology and the
Environment encapsulates the tremendous appeal of the ecosystem services approach to
planning and management. Authored by two senior staff of The Nature Conservancy, the
article points out that, for generations, people have been able to treat environmental
resources as essentially infinite: “If we could talk to our great-grandparents, they would
tell us stories of seas teeming with fish and forests filled with giant trees” (Ruffo &
Kareiva, 2009, p. 3). But the same is not true for our times. The authors argue that the
concept of ecosystem services enables decision-makers to identify and quantify those
resources, processes, functions, and benefits that the environment provides to people and
to understand the cost of their loss or degradation. If people do not place a value on
ecosystem services, “they become valueless in our decision making, with no recognition
of how much we need them, or what it would cost us if they were not there” (ibid.).
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Having noted that ecosystems services are “the dominant paradigm” in
biodiversity research and policy making, Silvertown (2015) traces the historical
progression of definitions of nature implicit in concepts like “ecosystems,” “ecosystem
services,” “ecosystem service values,” “ecosystem service markets,” and “ecosystemservice based financial instruments.” Silvertown argues that each step in this progression
introduced specific constraints in thinking about nature, leading, respectively, to its
abstraction, commodification, monetization, marketization, and “financialization.” In
other words, while ecosystem services appears be a purely analytical and apolitical
concept, it is in fact based on a combination of values and choices driven by a specific
political purpose: “to make greater use of economic instruments and market-based
approaches” in environmental policy and management (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, 2005, p. 96).
The concept of ecosystem services has been criticized along several dimensions,
including for its inherent anthropocentrism (McCauley, 2006; Redford & Adams, 2009),
its alienation of people from nature (Robertson, 2012), and its preference for economic
values over other kinds of values (Gomez-Baggethun & Ruiz-Perez, 2011; Jax et al.,
2013). The second paper submitted for this dissertation draws on classical sociological
theory to argue that the ecosystem services approach also reduces society’s capacity for
engaging critically with the forces that shape our world. The paper suggests that the
valuation of ecosystem services extends the reach of “the rationality project” to
environmental policy and planning—that is, it eliminates from consideration all values
that cannot be calculated by rational decision makers within a market setting (Stone,
2002).
9

The paper echoes previously expressed concerns over the colonization of more
and more aspects of associated life by economic and utility maximizing considerations
(Arendt, 1959; Guerreiro Ramos, 1981) and the “running of society as an adjunct of the
market” (Polanyi, 2001, p. 60). The paper cites the recent “nonhuman turn” in order to
challenge several core assumptions of the ecosystem services approach, especially its
inherent society/nature dualism. The paper argues that seemingly apolitical ecosystem
services valuation methodologies, such as indirect revealed preferences, assign narrow
roles and forms of agency to both nature and people. But the nonhuman turn suggests
forms of ethical and political engagement that can resist this “enrolment” into the
rationality project. The paper concludes that, unless planners engage critically with the
assumptions of ecosystem services, they are “implicitly accepting someone else’s
decision about what counts” in environmental decision-making (Sandercock, 2004, p.
136).

Community Change in Vermont’s Amenity-Rich Towns
In rural Vermont, as in other rural regions of the country, expanding markets,
technological advances, and a growing awareness of environmental degradation have
called into question the economic viability of traditionally rural activities such as
agriculture and extractive industries (Woods, 2005). At the same time, the rural character,
natural amenities, and perceived idyllic settings of the state have attracted newly arrived
seasonal residents, second-home owners, retirees, commuters, and telecommuters
(Sherman, Sessions & Potash, 2004). In fact, demographers have found that “amenityrich” counties—counties with scenic topographies, large proportions of conserved lands,
10

and outdoor recreation opportunities—have consistently grown in population since the
1970s, although at declining rates (Dearien, Rudzitis, & Hintz, 2005; Johnson, 2012;
McGranahan, 1999; USDA, 2016). U.S. Census Bureau counts show that the population
of Vermont’s Northern Forest counties has followed these trends (see Table 1).
Table 1: Population of Vermont's Northern Forest Counties, 1960-2010*

Year
Population
% Change
1960
132,373
-1970
140,607
6%
1980
159,519
13%
1990
172,947
8%
2000
189,127
9%
2010
196,519
4%
* Counties included are: Caledonia, Essex, Franklin, Lamoille, Orleans, Washington (as
defined in Northern Forest Lands Council, 1994).
Newcomers bring skills, resources, and expertise that can make communities
more resilient but that can also challenge the taken-for-granted assumptions and social
practices of longtime residents (Johnson, 2003). Researchers have examined the impact
of newcomers on planning decisions in rural areas by focusing on several factors:
changing ideals and narratives of the rural landscape (Smith & Sharp, 2005), conflicting
political ideologies (Eser & Luloff, 2003), occupational differences (Smith & Krannich,
2000), and different degrees of dependency on the local economy (Dubink, 1984), among
others. The third paper submitted for this dissertation examines the attitudes of residents
of four amenity-rich Vermont towns, growing at different rates, on community
development and the preservation of natural and cultural resources. The research adds to
the scholarly literature addressing growth impacts on rural communities (particularly
those with tourism economies), and aims to help the leaders of local communities to
11

better understand the impact of economic, social, and cultural change on citizen wellbeing and support for planning initiatives.
Environmental sociology has a rich empirical research tradition, especially on the
North American continent, of investigating connections between social and biophysical
phenomena (Dunlap, 2010). The study of the four Vermont towns extends research
conducted in two other amenity-rich rural regions—northern Wisconsin (Clendenning,
Field, & Kapp, 2005) and southwestern Utah (Smith & Krannich, 2000). The quantitative
research presented in this paper will be complemented by a subsequent qualitative study
of the ways in which planning stakeholders in the four towns make sense of the
socioeconomic changes underway, how they define and assess the problems confronting
their community, and how they approach development and preservation against this
background. Research in other rural communities has shown that, while it is convenient
to define and employ broad categories such as “long-term residents” and “newcomers” in
population level studies, individual community members self-identify and interpret the
changes happening around them in increasingly complex ways (Golding, 2012; Nelson,
2001). The paper submitted for this dissertation is therefore part of a larger, mixed
methods research project (Creswell, 2009) that triangulates data sources—survey,
interviews, ethnographic notes—in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of change
in Vermont’s amenity-rich towns.

Conclusion: A Note on Planning
The three papers that comprise this dissertation attempt to engage with social
transformations occurring on various timescales—from the increasing sway of
12

calculability, traced by Horkheimer and Adorno (2002) all the way back to Francis Bacon
and the Enlightenment project, to the rural “population turnaround” (Beale, 1982) of the
latter half of the twentieth century, to the relatively recent “disconnection” (Louv, 2008)
of children from nature. These papers collectively demonstrate that planning always
occurs in social and historical contexts that are embodied in the actual identities and
concepts that planners—and students of planning—take on. History and society are not
simply the background against which planners do their work. Rather, they are present in
the most technical of tools—GIS technologies, population surveys, market-based
conservation instruments, etc.—by continually including, excluding, categorizing, and
selecting what counts and what doesn’t count in problem definition and planning
interventions. Recognizing these implicit normative judgments is not an easy task as we
stand within the very society and historical period we are examining. But it is a reason for
developing and exercising the sociological imagination, “the capacity to range from the
most impersonal and remote transformations to the most intimate features of the human
self—and to see the relations between the two,” that C. Wright Mills (1959, p. 7)
advocated.
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Abstract
Nature play areas – spaces that offer children opportunities for hands-on play with
natural materials such as mud, rocks, and vegetation – are an increasingly popular
landscape form on public lands. But managers have few guidelines to follow as they
communicate with visitors about these specially demarcated spaces within their larger
holdings. This study analyzed online promotional materials and on-site signage at 15
nature play areas in the Chicago metropolitan region in order to understand how agencies
communicate about nature play. The research employed semiotic theories and methods to
document both the literal and implicit meanings encoded in the collected data. Findings
indicate that communications about nature play areas tend to focus on guiding and
justifying “unstructured” nature activities. Based on these findings, we outline a research
agenda for understanding the social and cultural meanings associated with this new
landscape form. We argue that a closer examination of how nature play fits with specific
ideas about education, healthy growth, and people’s relationship with nature can help
managers better understand and promote this popular outdoor activity.

Keywords: children; communication; land management; nature play areas; semiotics;
visitor activity
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Introduction
Areas for children’s hands-on nature play are an increasingly popular feature at
parks and other outdoor places across the United States (Browning, Marion, & Gregoire,
2013). Established mostly in the last decade, nature play areas offer children
opportunities for unstructured activities such as playing with mud, stacking rocks,
hopping on tree stumps, building forts, collecting leaves, or splashing in water. These
spaces enable young visitors to experience the natural environment using multiple senses
and play activities.
In a challenge to contemporary western culture in which children are said to
become ever more “disconnected” from nature (Louv, 2008), the broader intent of the
movement behind children’s nature play is to re-engage children in the natural world.
Educators such as Maria Montessori (1967) and conservationists such as Rachel Carson
(1965), among others, had made a case for the importance of unstructured nature
activities for decades. But only in the first decade of the twenty-first century did a loose
coalition of conservation, education, and government organizations bring wider attention
to the children-and-nature cause through special education initiatives, legislative actions,
and front-page stories in major publications (Louv, 2007). By the end of decade,
collaborative efforts to “leave no child inside” had been launched all across the U.S.
Managerial decisions to establish nature play spaces are buttressed by research
which suggests that nature play is a key stage in the development of environmentally
literate citizens and conservation professionals (Wells & Lekies, 2006; Chawla, 2007;
James, Bixler, & Vadala, 2010). There is also a growing body of evidence that documents
the developmental benefits (physical, social, emotional) of nature time for children,
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including increased self-esteem (Readdick & Schaller, 2005), decreased symptoms
associated with attention-deficit-hyperactivity disorder (Taylor, Kuo, & Sullivan, 2001),
healthy eye and sight development (Seppa, 2013), and improved resilience in response to
stressful life events (Burdette & Whitaker, 2005). Nature is an increasingly popular
setting and resource for early childhood education in general (MacQuarrie, Nugent, &
Warden, 2015), and participation in environmental education programs has been shown
to increase perceptions of the importance of nature even in urban settings (Kudryavtsev,
Krasny, & Stedman, 2012).
Because nature play areas encourage direct manipulation of natural materials,
these areas are usually clearly delimited from surrounding protected or conserved natural
areas. They represent spaces where children and others may interact with nature in ways
that are usually forbidden or discouraged in protected natural areas (e.g., digging in the
dirt, climbing trees, trampling vegetation, etc.). This can create several challenges for
managers: where to locate nature play spaces, how to coordinate their use in the context
of other resource protection initiatives, how to maintain standards of safety, whether to
emphasize free play or education, and how to promote these areas to potential visitors.
Environmental education associations and landscape architects have developed
guidelines about providing age-appropriate play and learning opportunities in enticing
natural settings that minimize risk (Goltsman, Kelly, McKay, Algara, & Wight, 2009;
North American Association for Environmental Education, 2010; Moore, 2014). But
none of these guidelines – or the research literature in general – explain how managers
should communicate with visitors about the specially demarcated nature play areas within
their larger holdings. This represents a major omission in light of the usually contrasting
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managerial expectations for visitor behavior outside the spaces set aside for nature play.
Natural area managers and environmental educators have little research-based evidence
to inform their decisions as they face the somewhat paradoxical need to promote and
guide “unstructured” nature play.
This paper is concerned with one central aspect of managerial practice related to
nature play areas: the “messaging” challenges faced by an agency as it tries to encourage
tinkering with natural elements in one location while limiting the impact of human
activities in others. Agencies can influence visitor behavior both before visitors arrive (by
promoting nature play spaces and activities on-line or in public media like brochures) and
also on-site, in the places where visitors congregate (using signage, personal interactions,
or environmental interpretation). This paper examines the textual and visual elements of
both on- and off-site promotional messages, using as case studies the nature play areas in
the greater Chicago region. We address two specific research questions:
(1) What do the texts guiding visitors to nature play areas communicate
literally?
(2) What are the assumptions, connotations, and implicit messages conveyed
by these texts?
Understanding how agencies introduce nature play sites to various publics, entice
children and adults to use them, and explain to visitors what they can and cannot do at the
sites – while also promoting the ethics and values inherent in nature play – can inform the
practices of land managers, environmental educators, and landscape planners alike.
Further, it can help address a theoretical question that has societal implications: To what
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extent do managers’ communications constitute broader, coherent discourses about the
appropriate forms and importance of nature play in contemporary times?

Texts and meanings
The information communicated by natural resource managers about nature play
areas can be viewed as systems of meanings encoded in language and visual texts. The
term “text” has two meanings. It can refer to tangible artifacts – for instance, a park
brochure is a written text. Or, it can be used more abstractly, to refer to symbolicallypatterned language and imagery through which meaning is created. In this sense, texts
have semiotic potential; they can transmit obvious as well as implicit messages. But, as
Lehtonen (2000) explained, “There are no ready-made meanings in a text […] meanings
are born in the interaction where text, context and reader all have their say” (p. 90).
Texts can be understood literally, as objective representations of reality – but they
also invoke social and cultural codes that transmit and foster inferred meanings. As a
result, any message is “not only perceived, received [but] read, connected more or less
consciously by the public that consume[s] it to a traditional stock of signs” (Barthes,
1977, p. 19). This is also true for visual messages (diagrams, graphics, photographs),
which “present their constituents […] simultaneously, so the relations determining a
visual structure are grasped in one act of vision” (Langer, 1985, p. 99). As a result,
meanings arise from experiencing an entire scene at once – not in unraveling a succession
of denotations and connotations, as in written texts. For example, a series of four
photographs or drawings of a tree that is successively covered with snow, buds, full
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foliage, and falling leaves is at once invested by most Westerners with the connotation of
the changing seasons.

Semiotics: Symbolic qualities of texts
Semiotics, the study of “meanings and messages in all their forms and in all their
contexts” (Innis, 1985, p. vii), offers a theoretical orientation for analyzing textual aspects
of messages associated with nature play areas. As Echtner (1999, p. 49) explained,
“semiotics sees ‘reality’ as a social construction, consisting of systems of signs, in which
language plays a central role.” Contemporary semiotics research is based in the work of
two philosophers: Ferdinand de Saussure’s development of a structural linguistics, and
Charles S. Peirce’s examination of how we construct our understandings of the world
(Innis, 1985).
Peirce (1955) defined a sign as “something which stands to somebody for
something in some respect or capacity” (p. 99); he described three types of signs: icons,
indices, and symbols. Icons are signs that directly resemble the objects they denote (for
example, a photograph or painting of a person or thing). Indices are causally connected to
the objects they stand for; they identify an object by inference, rather than resembling it
(for example, smoke indicates fire or a smile indicates happiness). Symbols refer to their
objects “by virtue of a law, usually an association of general ideas” (ibid., p. 102), that is,
by virtue of social convention. The Nike company’s swish logo is an example of a
symbol in Western culture – and words are symbols for ideas. While one “can see” the
resemblance in an icon and one “can figure out” the cause and effect relation in an index,
one “must learn” the convention that makes a symbol meaningful (Berger, 2011, p. 51).
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Depending on the situation, a sign could function in two or even all three capacities
concomitantly. The study of language using Peirce’s typology can therefore reveal how
meaning arises from the positioning of signs within wider social contexts (Mick, 1986).
While the sign is the central explanatory concept in Peirce’s system, the analytical
emphasis is on the sign’s social uses (Jensen, 1991).
De Saussure (1959) saw language as “the most complex and universal of all
systems of expression” (p. 68) and made it the basis for his entire semiotic theory. For de
Saussure, a sign unites an abstract concept (for example, the idea of a tree) with a sensory
“sound-image” (the letters t-r-e-e and the mental “sound” they make when read or
pronounced). He called the abstract concept the signified, the sound-image the signifier,
and the union of the two the sign.
De Saussure argued that the bond between the signified and the signifier was
arbitrary, based solely on the conventions established in a particular linguistic
community. Thus, there is no predetermined, necessary, or “natural” connection between
the concept of a tree and its sound-image, or even between the signified and the signifier
of any sign. For de Saussure (ibid., p. 120), “in language there are only differences […]
language has neither ideas nor sounds that existed before the linguistic system, but only
conceptual and phonic differences that have issued from the system.” ‘Tree,’ for
example, carries different meanings in botanical and genealogical contexts. Its meaning is
determined by the relations with the other signs that surround it, and by the “languages”
that use it. In English, ‘tree’ is distinct from ‘shrub’ or ‘vine.’ In another language, these
distinctions may not exist or there may not even be an equivalent for the English ‘trees’
but only for the more differentiated ‘cultivated trees’ and ‘all other trees’ (as in
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Romanian). De Saussure concluded that “signs function, then, not through their intrinsic
value but through their relative position” in a language (ibid., p. 118).
A semiotic analysis informed by de Saussure would concern itself with
documenting two types of relations between signs: syntagmatic and associative (ibid., pp.
122-5). Syntagmatic relations are based on the sequential or linear nature of language and
refer to a sign’s relations to what precedes or follows it (for example, how ‘tree’ and
‘life’ relate to and modify each other in a sequence such as “the tree of life”). Associative
(or paradigmatic) relations, on the other hand, refer to signs that are absent from a text
but could conceivably replace a sign that is present. For example, an analyst could ask
how the message conveyed by the sequence “the tree of life” would change if ‘tree’ was
replaced with ‘vine.’

Semiotics and land management
Though researchers have employed semiotic frameworks to examine how places
and landscapes can be read for meanings (Claval, 2005; d’Hauteserre, 2001; Williams,
2014), semiotic analyses of mass communication materials produced by land
management agencies have been rare. Studies of promotional materials created by private
land developers and commercial entrepreneurs demonstrate the promise of semiotics for
uncovering the values attached to landscapes (Maruani & Amit-Cohen, 2013) and the
“appropriation” of space by varied actors (Peck & Banda, 2014). Indeed, Van Herzele
and van Woerkum’s (2011) semiotic analysis of city maps suggests that mass
communication materials are not “neutral transmitters” of meaning but actively shape the
public discourse surrounding landscapes.
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The research presented in this paper offers new semiotic perspectives about the
uses and meanings of words and images used in promoting specific landscape qualities
and recreation activities. Nature play, for all its cachet and momentum, is severely undertheorized as a form of recreation and a way of “reconnecting” (Louv, 2008) children with
green places. As Dunlap and Kellert (2012) argue, even though “solid data back the value
of nature experiences for children throughout their development […] few studies have yet
to examine how, when, and where parents and other adults can help make child-nature
connections” (p. xv). This research aims to begin to identify patterns in how nature play
is promoted on public lands and to establish guideposts for further research on messaging
around nature play areas as a novel landscape form.

Methods
This study analyzes promotional materials (online and print) and signage at 15
nature play areas in the greater Chicago metropolitan region. Online and print materials,
and on-site signage, are often the primary forms of managerial communication
encountered by casual and regular visitors who use parks and other protected areas.
The Chicago region was chosen as a site for study because it features nature play
areas of various sizes that are managed by a range of local, county, state, and federal
agencies. The 15 nature play sites were identified through personal contact with
organizational representatives of the Chicago Wilderness Leave No Child Inside
initiative, a collaborative effort of three hundred Chicago-area conservation agencies and
nonprofits aimed at increasing the amount of time that children spend in nature. These
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constituted the census of nature play sites in the Chicago area in summer 2015 when this
study was conducted.
Table 1: Locations, managing agencies, and sizes of study sites.

Location

Managing Agency

Brookfield Zoo
Cosley Zoo
Crabtree Nature Center
Garfield Park Conservatory
Hawks Hollow at Peck Farm
Heller Nature Center
Hoover Forest Preserve
Indian Boundary Park
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
Lyman Woods
Morton Arboretum
North Park Village Nature Center
Plum Creek Nature Center
Trailside Museum
Volo Bog State Natural Area

Not-for-profit
Local
County
Local
Local
Local
County
Local
Federal
Local
Not-for-profit
Local
County
County
State

Approximate Size of
Nature Play Area (acres)
1.3
<0.1
1
0.1
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.6
1
<0.1
3.8
1.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

Table 1 describes the characteristics of the study sites. Three were located in the
City of Chicago proper, while 12 were located in the suburbs and exurbs. The sites were
managed by several different agencies and organizations, including local park districts (7
sites), county forest preserve districts (4), non-profit organizations (2), the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources (1), and the National Park Service (1). The nature play
areas ranged from 0.1 to about four acres in size (0.4 acres median size).
Data collection involved an initial review of the managing agency’s website for
each nature play area, collecting all available promotional materials. Then, one researcher
visited each of the 15 nature play areas, taking detailed field notes, photographing each
site and collecting all available printed materials that described the play space (e.g.,
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brochures, program newsletters). Because agency newsletters or brochures describing
specific nature play areas were available at only two sites, printed materials were not
included in the subsequent analysis.
Across study sites, a total of 131 physical signs were encountered (on-site signage
was available at all areas except two); these included interpretive, directional, and
informational signs (Derrien & Stokowski, forthcoming). A total of 23 screenshots (text
and images) of all the agency webpages that promoted or informed the public about the
existence of nature play areas were also saved. In addition, the researcher engaged in
informal conversations with educators or naturalists if any were present on-site during
visits. The field notes, photographs, website materials, and on-site conversations
constitute the multiple forms of data used in the interpretive analysis presented here.
For analytical purposes, all materials were considered as “texts” that attempted to
make sense and convey meaning to potential and actual visitors. In line with scholarly
literature about semiotics, the researchers looked for patterns in the written and visual
texts that allowed them to be understood and interpreted by readers (Scollon & Scollon,
2003). Following Barthes (1972, 1977), the texts were analyzed at two levels: the
denotative and the connotative. First, we looked for the obvious, literal meanings of the
words and images, that is, what the text is about – its surface meanings – and what it aims
to do. Then, texts were interpreted for their connotations, that is, their social and cultural
assumptions and implications. Researchers conducted multiple readings of the textual
materials, asking questions about: the assumptions made by authors about audiences
(were connections between people and the environment, or culture and nature, being
made implicitly); implied oppositions in the texts (for example, those that contest or
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shore up specific ways of playing, learning, or living in the world); and the connotations
of visual images and graphics used (if people are portrayed, what is the importance of
their facial expressions, poses, age, ethnicity, and relation to one another). This semiotic
analysis was intended to document the social and cultural importance of the texts, as well
as the specific forms, structures, and conventions that make the texts “common-sensical”
to readers.

Results
Conversations on-site with agency representatives revealed that the 15 nature play
areas could be divided into two general categories: expertly planned, or informally
developed. The expertly planned sites were those in which both the layout and signage of
the spaces were planned in consultation with landscape architects or other outside
experts. Data analysis shows that messaging in these types of nature play areas was more
extensive, graphically consistent, and integrated with the physical features of the space.
Conversely, informally developed nature play areas were created more
organically, often as a result of one educator’s passion about nature play. These areas
were usually built gradually and on a relatively small budget. They had fewer amenities
(e.g., paved paths) but included more “loose parts” such as logs, rocks, and other natural
elements that kids could manipulate. These areas were typically also smaller in size
compared to the expertly planned ones. Messaging was often minimal and the signage
installed on-site had a less “polished” look (e.g., the signs typically lacked color and
lacked a consistent graphical theme).
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Across both types of areas (expertly and informally planned), websites and on-site
signage performed overlapping but distinct functions. The websites were more likely to
provide the reasons and impetus behind the nature play areas’ creation – while the on-site
signage tended to focus on activity suggestions and interpretive information about local
nature. The analysis that follows is based on both online and on-site materials. It is
important to remember, however, that because the two forms of media had slightly
different functions, and because visitors may not have viewed websites in advance,
message exposure levels likely varied across visitors.

The literal aims of nature play area texts: Denotative analysis
The denotative analysis revealed that seven broad managerial goals could be
identified across the diverse set of texts studied: guidance, interpretation, welcome and
orientation, justification, regulation, acknowledgment, and warning. These are outlined in
Table 2, and described below.
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Table 2: Goals expressed literally in nature play area texts.

Goal
Guidance

Description
Provides direction or examples of
activities to do at the site

Welcome and
Orientation
Environmental
Interpretation

Welcomes, introduces, or orients
visitors to the site
Interprets the natural history of
the site

Justification

Provides a rationale for the
creation of the nature play area or
the types of activities promoted at
the site
Lists the rules for the use of the
site

Regulation

Acknowledgment Recognizes the organizations or
programs that made possible the
creation of the play area
Warning
Cautions users about specific
dangers

Example
“Dip your fingers into this
fountain and listen to it splash as
it runs over the rocks.”
“Chipmunk Woods. Come On In
and Play.”
“Who made the dirt? Hidden
under fallen leaves and logs,
worms and other decomposers
break down decaying plant
material.”
“Children need frequent
unstructured play in nature for
healthy development physically,
intellectually, and emotionally.”
“Please follow these rules here:
No pets allowed; Leave the
natural items you find for others
to enjoy; Keep your child in
sight.”
“A cooperative project with the
IDNR OSLAD Grant Program.”
“Rocks may be slippery.”

Guidance goal
In contrast to nature play areas’ often explicitly stated goal to provide children
with the opportunity for unstructured play, a surprising number of texts attempted to
guide or direct users’ activities. In fact, 11 of the 15 sites had on-site signage designed to
convey such messages. Conversations with agency representatives suggested that they
were fully aware of the apparent paradox of displaying signs that guided unstructured
play. Each agency tried in its own way, however, to walk the fine line between providing
activity suggestions while not fully structuring users’ experience at the site.
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Overall, two kinds of literal texts were used to guide users’ activities. The first
provided explicit directions, and included physical signs that prompted readers to action:
“turn over logs and turn them back,” “take some dirt, add water, and get creative on the
‘canvas’ wall,” “make a picture – make a pattern,” “practice tight-rope walking on a
fallen log,” “look for plants of different colors,” “find something rough,” or simply “dig”
or “splash.” This was the most prevalent kind of text visible on signs at the play areas,
occurring at 10 of the 13 sites that had physical signs installed.
A second kind of guidance text aimed to assist with scientific inquiry or
observations of nature. The guidance provided by these texts was often tied to an
interpretive message: “By observing the spots on a ladybug’s shell, you can identify its
species. How many insect species can you find?” Or, at a different site, “Native plants are
food sources for animals, birds, bees and insects. Flower nectar, plant seeds and leaves
provide a daily buffet. Look for signs of animals eating the garden plants. Can you find a
hole in a leaf? Or cracked nut on the ground?” This kind of text, connecting kids’
activities to natural history, was visible on signage at five nature play sites. Four of these
sites were the larger, expertly-planned areas, and texts were often tied to specific
landscape features. For example, a sign installed at the entrance to an “Evergreen Tree
Walk” asked visitors, “Are all of these trees the same? Do you see any animals peeking
out from the branches?”
The nature play areas’ websites did not provide explicit directions in the same
fashion as the on-site signage, but – with the exception of one text-only website –
included photographs of children engaged in play activities on-site. These literal images
showed potential visitors what they could do on-site, and featured candid snapshots of
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either smiling children or children engrossed in an activity. Adults were largely absent
from these online photographs. Therefore, while not directly structuring nature play area
users’ experiences, the websites did provide examples of sanctioned behaviors to
potential visitors of these areas.

Welcome and orientation goals
Providing guidance to play area users (guiding activities or guiding observations
of nature) was the most common goal across the on-site signs analysed. But, signage
welcoming and orienting visitors was encountered at the largest number of nature play
areas. All but two of the 15 study sites presented a welcoming text for visitors using onsite signage, and all of the areas that had an associated website used it to welcome
potential visitors and offer directions. Most of the time, the physical signs named the
nature play area and were installed at its entrance, for example: “Play and Grow Garden,”
“Nature Play Center,” “Adventure Woods,” “Hawks Hollow Nature Playground,” and
“Wander Woods.” At one site, the welcoming text was purely graphical: a human figure
holding a walking stick. Larger nature play areas also provided maps to orient visitors.

Environmental interpretation goal
Conveying interpretive messages about a specific site, or the plants and animals
visitors might find there, was accomplished by signage at about half of the sites studied
(only one website had this function). As noted above, some of these interpretive texts also
aimed to guide inquiry at the nature play area. For example, one on-site sign encouraged
readers to “Check out the variety of leaf shapes and colors found around this tree house.
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All leaves use the sun’s energy, water taken up by roots, and the air around us to create
their own food. Just like you, plants need food to live and grow.” Other texts had
interpretation as their only goal, and were not connected to specific play or learning
activities: “Purple Coneflower leaves were once used as a remedy for snakebites. Today,
chemists use parts of this flower in more than 200 different medicines.” Almost all of the
nature play areas that displayed environmental interpretation texts were expertly-planned;
those created organically by one or two committed educators tended to focus more on
play than on interpretation.

Justification goal
Texts that provided a rationale for unstructured play were visible at a few sites but
mostly appeared on the play areas’ websites. Some of these texts took the form of
statements of fact, such as: “When kids organize their own play, they exercise important
intellectual skills. Sit back, listen to your child gain confidence, and watch them start to
master their world.” Others were more explicitly outcomes-oriented: “Encourage your
child to engage in unstructured play to support open-ended learning, foster cooperation,
and build confidence.” Some justifications focused on the means rather than the end
result, for example, “In the newly opened nature play center, kids use their imaginations
and get creative while playing in this incredible outdoor space,” while a few of the texts
legitimated nature play through inspirational quotes rather than factual statements:
“Everything you can imagine is real – Pablo Picasso” or, at a different site, “The cure for
boredom is curiosity. There is no cure for curiosity. – Ellen Paar.”
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Regulation, acknowledgment, and warning goals
The remaining managerial goals – listing rules for the use of the nature play areas,
acknowledging supporters, and warning about specific dangers – were less common, and
were typically displayed on signs located at the sites’ entrances. Most of the rules
provided to visitors were applicable not only to nature play areas but to public lands in
general (signs noting that alcohol was not allowed on site, or that children needed to be
accompanied by adults). But some of the rules were specific to the nature play areas.
Climbing on trees, for example, was explicitly prohibited at two sites, and children were
also told not to take home with them the loose natural materials found within some of the
play areas. Only one text specifically contrasted activities within the nature play space
with activities in the larger protected natural area: “Here you can dig a hole, build with
logs, and freely explore with your child. In the other park areas we ask you to help
protect the park by following park rules such as observing nature, but not changing it.”

Summary: denotations
Denotative analysis of the texts presented at nature play areas and on agency
websites suggests that managing agencies were primarily concerned with encouraging
use of the sites. The main messaging strategies they employed were providing guidance
and suggestions for sensory activities, open-ended play, and scientific observation
(primarily on physical signs) and various forms of justifications and rationales for nature
play (typically on websites). The overwhelming majority of the texts communicated to
users what they could do at the sites. By explicitly prompting visitors to engage in
activities such as digging in the dirt, turning over logs, stacking rocks, and more, agencies
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appeared to challenge cultural trends in which nature play is perceived to be increasingly
rare and also decades of conditioning supporting “leave no trace” ethics about human use
of natural areas.

Social and cultural meanings of nature play area texts: Connotative analysis
Connotative analysis can help to decode more precisely the cultural and social
implications of the texts found at these nature play areas. Two texts – one taken from
signage encountered at a study site, and another drawn from a play area’s website – are
used to illustrate the range of connoted meanings. In these texts, Peirce’s semiotic signs
are identified, and following de Saussure, a syntagmatic and paradigmatic analysis is
offered, revealing the depth and richness of communication within the different media.

On-site signage
Signage located at the 15 study sites came in a variety of shapes, sizes, colors, and
materials. Some signs were simple etchings in unfinished wood. Others contained
colorful text, graphics, and photographs (see Table 3). Some were quite small and
difficult to see, while others were physically imposing markers that served as gates and
archways to nature play areas. Some contained only one word; others contained several
paragraphs of text. Despite these variations, there were common ideas and images across
the set of physical signs and also on play area websites.
The following analysis uses one specific text as a guide to the semiotics of nature
play area messaging. The text is comprised of two physical signs placed side by side near
the entrance to one of the expertly-planned play areas managed by a non-for-profit
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organization (Figure 1). This text was selected because it contained numerous semiotic
signs – both visual and textual – that were repeated in other texts, and thus representative
of nature play area discourses generally.
Table 3: Elements of physical signs installed at the 15 play areas.

Textual Form
Written text
Graphical image
Photographic image

Number (%) of physical
signs that contained this
element (N=131)
130 (99%)
87 (66%)
34 (26%)

Number (%) of locations
where this element was
used (N=15)
12 (80%)
12 (80%)
7 (47%)

The two poster-sized panels that present this text are placed at eye-level for young
children visiting the site. One of the posters contains the words “EXPLORE our
backyard!” while the other one reads “GROW plants & flowers!” Below the words, each
poster shows a large photograph of children and adults using the nature play space.
Several graphical elements – child-like drawings of plants and animals – are
superimposed on parts of the pictures and text. Both posters are colorful and have a
similar layout of words, photograph, and graphics. In each sign, the photographs and
drawings constitute icons; that is, they resemble the objects they denote. Indeed, all of the
photographs encountered at nature play areas and on websites worked as icons of
humans, plants, or animals. This was also true for graphics, with only a handful
functioning purely as indices (a muddy palm outline that indicated mud play) or symbols
(a heart that symbolized good humor, a hand lens that symbolized exploration, several
musical notes, and several directional arrows). These data suggest that agencies preferred
communicating through visual signs that denoted physical objects, rather than through
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signs that involved inference of causality or knowledge of social conventions – not
surprising, given the age of the target audience.

Figure 1: Physical signs installed near the entrance to a nature play area.

Human figures feature prominently on both posters, and the eye is drawn to these
photographs. One of the posters shows three children and an adult playing together with
mud, while the other sign pictures a young boy and an adult tending to plants. On the first
poster, only the adult’s face is fully visible. Her green uniform is a symbol that identifies
her as an educator staffing the nature play area. She is smiling, her gaze directed to the
mud area where the children are playing. The adult woman pictured on the second poster
is dressed more casually and carries a bag or a purse on her back. She may be the child’s
mother or a close relative. The conspicuous presence of the educator and parent in the
two photographs – and their similar roles relative to the children – symbolizes the idea
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that children need the companionship, and possibly the guidance, of an adult as they
engage in nature play activities. Adults are also pictured on photographic signs at several
other nature play areas; their important role is confirmed in a text encountered at a
different site: “Children learn how to feel about the natural world from their caregivers.
Your adult smile and excitement gives them permission to explore the natural world
without feeling anxious about getting dirty.”
Of the six people pictured on the two posters, only the educator is smiling. The
children, along with the mother, have solemn expressions as they concentrate on their
activities. Indeed, of the eight physical signs that featured photographs of children at all
the study sites, only one showed them smiling or laughing. The children’s expressions
work as indices to communicate that nature play is serious learning rather than all fun and
games.
The children’s and adults’ outstretched arms lead the viewer’s eye toward the
hands-on activities in which they are engaged. The photographs convey the message that,
in this space, it is okay to touch, manipulate, and get your hands muddy – indeed, it is
encouraged. Yet, the mud is neatly contained within the plastic tub, and none of the
children’s or adults’ clothes are covered in mud or sullied by garden soil. While big, bold
letters spell the word “EXPLORE” at the top of the first poster, the activity portrayed in
the photograph is both highly directed and contained to the space of the plastic tub. The
posters encourage nature play while simultaneously showing that the mud and the dirt
can be managed. The syntagmatic juxtaposition of the plastic tub, clean clothes, and the
word “EXPLORE” communicates that this is a safe and managed form of exploration.
The message would have been very different if the poster paradigmatically substituted
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muddy clothes and a muddy puddle – both more likely to be encountered outdoors – for
the clean dress and circumscribed exploration of the children.
On one poster, a hand-drawn squirrel joins the children; on the other, a smileyfaced caterpillar adds a more light-hearted touch to the image of serious learning. These
anthropomorphic animals make nature inviting and kid-friendly. Nature play areas are
spaces where even the animals welcome and join in the children’s activities. The animal
icons, the ages of the children pictured in the photographs, the pastel colors used as
borders for the poster, and the capitalized, prominent word “GROW” work together
syntagmatically to link nature exploration to healthy growth – a prominent relationship in
many of the texts encountered for this study, most notably in the name of another play
area, “The Play and Grow Garden.”
Semiotically, these posters convey the message that nature play is an important
component of healthy childhood development and learning, but that play is less free and
child-directed than the “unstructured” adjective might suggest. This is evident in the
word, graphic, and photography choices that show the “manageability” of both children
and nature, subjecting both to adult control. Signage installed at another nature play area
made this relationship even more explicit, directing children to follow “Playground
Rules” such as “Always wear shoes; Be loud; Clean up after yourself; Learn something
new,” and joining that to the directive, “Adult supervision required,” presented in big,
bold letters.

Nature play area websites
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The second example selected to study connotative aspects of messages at nature
play areas is a screenshot of a play area’s webpage (Figure 2). The 23 screenshots
collected for this study represent the websites of seven nature play areas (eight others
lacked websites). Of those seven, six featured both written text and photographic images.
Connotations identified in the chosen website were also evident across the data set.

Figure 2: Screenshot of a nature play area's webpage.

This web page features three photographs accompanied by the following text:
Discover New Ways to Play!
Heller Nature Center’s new Wander Woods Nature Play Space, constructed in
cooperation with the Chicago Wilderness organization, is a free play natural area
designed to nurture a child’s sense of wonder and discovery.
Open to the public dawn to dusk, Wander Woods provides an unstructured play
area limited only by the imagination. Nestled in the trees and solitude, children
find simple one word suggestions and basic tools such as water, mud, sticks,
wheelbarrows, and shovels. Let the creativity and messiness begin.
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The most notable aspect of this screenshot is the repetitive use of the name of the
nature play area, “Wander Woods,” in the text and navigation menu. The “Wander
Woods” syntagm and alliteration conjures a mental image of a peaceful space of
communion between people and nature, a retreat from the hustle and bustle of life, a
place for mindfulness, exploration, and restoration. The textual description of the play
area goes on to reinforce this image – “nestled in the trees and solitude” – as does a
photograph, which shows the entrance to the play area as a green, inviting space devoid
of human presence. The names of many of the other nature play areas (or sections within
them) carried similar connotations: “Enchanted Garden,” “Wonder Pond,” “Secret
Stream,” “Chipmunk Woods.”
The goal of this nature play area is spelled out in the first sentence of the text: “to
nurture a child’s sense of wonder and discovery.” This explicit declaration serves to
differentiate the play area from other nature-oriented spaces and programs offered by the
agency, which, in the website visitor’s mind, may be associated with educational
objectives related to learning about natural history and ecology. Many of the 15 nature
play areas provided similar rationales for their existence to visitors. One play area, for
example, featured a physical sign that explained to visitors that it offered “children and
their families opportunities to safely play, explore, create, and feel good about nature.”
Because these benefits and opportunities are different from what is typically offered at
nature destinations, many of the managing agencies seemed compelled to explicitly
describe them to visitors. Activities in nature play areas are “free,” “unstructured,” and
“limited only by the imagination” – as described in the example webpage. The implied
oppositions are restriction, structure, and limitation, and a physical sign installed at
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another play area brought these polarities to the fore: “Remember building a den, fort, or
hideaway that was ‘kids only’? Kids crave their own spaces, yet freedom to discover
them is limited by busy schedules, manicured yards, and the habit of playing indoors.”
Nature play is portrayed as a return to a time and place that is free from societal rules and
expectations, a primeval “wander woods” that is the opposite of modern manicured
landscapes. Instead of the detailed and methodical language of environmental
interpretation, communication at nature play areas relies on “simple, one word
suggestions,” as the website indicates. Even language itself is restrained.
In contrast to the low angle and balanced lighting of the photographs in the two
on-site posters discussed above, the photographs featured on websites appear to be taken
from an adult’s eye level and have underexposed shadows and overexposed highlights.
This combination of features is suggestive of snapshots that might have been taken by a
visitor to a nature play area, rather than by a professional photographer. This “amateur”
look helps to convey the idea that families’ experiences on-site are extemporaneous and
unscripted. While many of the photographs displayed on on-site signage were iconic
representations of plants and non-human animals, the photographs displayed on websites
feature children almost exclusively. The kinds of activities in which they are engaged,
which include climbing, splashing, balancing, hopping, and making mudpies, serve as
indices for unstructured play. In the screenshot example, one photograph depicts a child
holding a paintbrush and another shows two children pumping water. Their connotations
are provided by their syntagmatic relation to the last line in the accompanying text on the
website, “Let the creativity and messiness begin.” This line is itself perhaps a
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paradigmatic substitution of words from Maurice Sendak’s “let the wild rumpus start!” –
a reference that the agency’s target audience may recognize.

Summary: connotations
Analysis of the connotations of the written text, graphics, and photographs
featured at nature play areas and on their websites suggests that agencies associate nature
play with children’s healthy development and the exercise of their imaginations and
creativity in an idyllic nature setting. Nature play areas are therefore differentiated from
their surrounding protected lands not just spatially but also temporally. They represent an
attempt to recapture the simpler times of our childhood, a “transhistorical reconstruction
of a lost home” (Boym, 2001, p. xvii) – one where the activities and experiences are
safely managed by the adults.

Discussion
The research findings suggest that nature play is an activity invested with a suite
of social and cultural meanings, and that it only “makes sense” in the context of specific
ideas about education, healthy growth, and the possibility of reconstructing a “lost” space
of communion with nature. Agencies that wish to promote nature play areas would
therefore benefit from a research program that further unpacks the social and cultural
codes that make nature “play” commonsensical and communications about it effective.
Building an evidence-based body of knowledge around the promotion of play as a
recreational activity on public lands needs to also involve research on parents’ and other
caregivers’ motivations for bringing children to nature play areas. The research presented
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in this paper shows that management agencies make a variety of intellectual and
emotional appeals for nature play, but it is unknown how these appeals are received or
which ones are the most effective. It is also important that scientists better understand
where audiences are starting in regards to nature play. For example, the connotation of a
return to a bucolic relationship with nature may not resonate with young parents who
themselves may not have spent a lot of time outside while growing up.
It is likely that different audiences will respond not only to different messages
about nature play but also to different spokespersons (agency representatives, health
authorities, revered public figures, etc.) and different communication channels (websites,
apps, fliers and posters, on-site signage, etc.). Land managers need to understand both
which options are most effective for which audiences, and which options are the most
cost-efficient. The knowledge generated by a systematic research agenda would help
resource management agencies make the most of their limited communications budgets.
Further, researchers should study how nature play is constituted not only by
agencies and their visitors, but by the “whole ensemble of practices” (Foucault, 1980, p.
112) that make nature play an activity made coherent within public and private
conversation. These practices may include professional development programs for
educators interested in facilitating nature play, scholarly and policy documents about the
connections between nature play and various health, development, knowledge, or value
outcomes, and legislation that promotes nature play on public lands. These are just a few
of the practices that describe, make statements about, or teach the public about this
increasingly popular activity.
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Conclusion
This study examined how agencies communicate to visitors about a relatively new
amenity at nature destinations: spaces demarcated for nature play. It employed a
methodological framework informed by semiotics in an effort to understand how
agencies communicated about nature play areas and activities, the form and contents of
their communications, and the social and cultural assumptions about play, learning,
children, and adults inherent in the texts presented to visitors.
The analysis showed that, on-site, most agencies provided activity prompts that
ranged from the general (“Splash”) to the specific (“Dip your fingers into this fountain
and listen to it splash as it runs over the rocks”). In many cases, the activity suggestions
were tied to an interpretive message about local nature, especially at the larger, expertly
planned sites. The word, graphic, and photographic choices often conveyed the ideas that
nature play could also be “serious learning,” that educators and adult relatives should
model activities for children, and that nature play need not be untidy and disorderly. In all
of these different ways, each agency decided how strongly to exemplify and guide
“unstructured” play.
Online, the agencies strived to provide rationales for, and promote the benefits of,
nature play areas. In some cases, the agencies emphasized what children could do at the
sites (“use their imaginations and get creative”) and, in others, what the outcomes might
be (“foster cooperation and build confidence”). The implicit message was that nature play
areas were peaceful, bucolic settings for children’s healthy social and emotional
development. Indeed, the nature play spaces studied here were often promoted with a
tinge of nostalgia for imagined, simpler childhoods of the past.
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This study has begun to identify the meanings associated with nature play as they
are disseminated by agencies. But this kind of research should be complemented by work
that focuses on how nature play meanings are both produced and consumed (Hansen &
Machin, 2013), interrogating not only the forms and contents of the texts crafted for these
purposes, but also the differential uses of media meant to influence publics.
Further, this study begins to illustrate how nature play emerges as a “discursive
object” (Foucault, 1972) in contemporary times. For example, the study documents some
of the ways in which nature play is contrasted with more structured activities in the
context of children’s development, how it can serve as a form of thematic communication
within the field of environmental interpretation, and how it is connected to learning in
relation to children’s education. In these and other ways, nature play is delimited and
differentiated from other activities, and if it is to be a prescription for the health of our
children as well as the earth, the body of theory and research around how to best promote
it needs to grow considerably.
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Abstract
The concept of ecosystem services has garnered an increasing number of
adherents in the environmental planning and management fields. But its promise to
internalize environmental externalities in decision-making has been accompanied by
sustained criticism of its implicitly utilitarian orientation to nature. We draw on Max
Weber’s sociological theories and the critical theory tradition to identify and examine the
domain assumptions of ecosystem services. We argue that the ecosystem services
approach narrows both the scope of decisions involving the environment and society’s
capacity for engaging critically with the forces that shape our world. We propose that the
recent “nonhuman turn” in social theory problematizes the assumptions of ecosystem
services and suggests an alternative to the utilitarian ethic and quiescent character of this
popular approach to planning and management.

Keywords: actor-network theory; Critical Theory; ecosystem services; ethics; Max
Weber; nonhuman turn
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Introduction
The concept of ecosystem services – referring to the benefits people receive from
ecosystems, including fertile soils, regulation of hydrological cycles, crop pollination,
recreation, and others – has become an increasingly popular vehicle for integrating the
value of nature into decision-making (Abson et al., 2014; Boisvert, Meral, & Froger,
2013; Scarlett & Boyd, 2015). Indeed, the ecosystem services approach is now the
“predominant tool used by ecologists, conservation biologists, and conservation planners
to communicate their work to the public and to implement environmental management
strategies” (Raymond et al., 2013, p. 536). This approach enables scientists, planners, and
decision-makers to identify and quantify those resources, processes, functions, and
benefits that the environment provides and to understand the cost of their loss or
degradation. Proponents of this perspective argue that, if we do not place value on
ecosystem services, “they become valueless in our decision making, with no recognition
of how much we need them, or what it would cost us if they were not there” (Ruffo &
Kareiva, 2009, p. 3). Governments, nongovernmental organizations, and corporations in
the United States and abroad have readily embraced the ecosystem services approach as a
way to examine the anticipated impacts and trade-offs of policies and decisions,
especially in the contexts of land use planning and water resources management
(Schaefer, Goldman, Bartuska, Sutton-Grier, & Lubchenco, 2015).
While the concept of ecosystem services carries the promise of internalizing
environmental externalities in economic and political decisions, questions are raised
about its implicit utilitarian perspective and commodification of nature (Jax et al., 2013).
The value of ecosystem services is typically estimated through methods such as indirect
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revealed preference (for example, valuing a lake’s aesthetic value by comparing the costs
of comparable housing units with and without a view of the lake), avoidance of costs (for
example, valuing freshwater conservation at the cost of a technological alternative such
as constructing a desalinization plant), and contingent valuation surveys that ask
individuals how much they would be willing to pay for a hypothetical incremental change
in ecosystem services (Daily et al., 2000). All of these methods derive the value of
ecosystem services from the ecosystem’s utility to people, currently or in the future. In
other words, the world’s ecosystems are viewed as “capital assets” that, if properly
managed, yield a variety of goods, life support processes, and spiritual or life-fulfilling
conditions such as beauty and awe (ibid., p. 395). Within the ecosystem services
approach, however, cultural, aesthetic, ethical, and spiritual values of nature have been
difficult to integrate with the material benefits (food, shelter, medicines) that society
derives from nature (Chan, Satterfield, & Goldstein, 2012; Winthrop, 2014). Further, few
champions of the ecosystem services idea seem to have reflected on whether the model of
the individual rational actor that underpins ecosystem services valuation is well-suited for
decisions that involve environmental values expressed at local, regional, or supraregional levels (Hodgson, Maltby, Paetzold, & Phillips, 2007) – or even whether
ecosystem values themselves contain implicit biases.
In this paper, we examine the domain assumptions (Gouldner, 1970) found in
some key contributions to the ecosystem services literature. The term “domain
assumptions” refers to the often-unexamined ideas and conceptualizations that underlie
theories and arguments. We critique these domain assumptions by drawing on Max
Weber’s writings about bureaucratic society, and also on the work of critical theorists
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including Herbert Marcuse, Theodor Adorno, and Max Horkheimer. Drawing from these
critiques, we argue that, for all of its merits, the use of the ecosystem services approach in
how we communicate about, plan, and manage natural resources uncritically adopts a
diminished and disenchanted view of nature that sustains very specific interests and ways
of relating to the world. We contend that, in their own different ways, Weber and the
critical theorists drew attention to a tendency within modern societies to reduce the world
to aspects that could be quantified, calculated, and measured – and that this tendency has
consequential implications for values such as freedom, democracy, and the common
good. This tendency can be recognized in the conceptualization and application of the
ecosystem services approach to environmental management.
Having identified theoretical and practical problems with contemporary
approaches to ecosystem services, we offer a potential solution founded in the
“nonhuman turn” underway in the social sciences. Our solution builds upon other recent
critiques of ecosystem services, contributing to alternative visions and applications of the
ecosystem services construct.

The Domain Assumptions of Ecosystem Services
To understand the ideas and conceptions that underlie the ecosystem services
approach to planning and management, we begin with an overview of how the term is
defined in several influential environmental policy documents. The Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), conducted under the auspices of the United Nations and
designed to identify the consequences of ecosystem change for human wellbeing and
analyze policy options for enhancing conservation of ecosystems (MEA, 2005), is widely
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acknowledged to have introduced the concept of ecosystem services to the mainstream of
environmental policy (Carpenter et al., 2009; Gomez-Baggethun & Ruiz-Perez, 2011;
Redford & Adams, 2009). Two other prominent documents sought to further clarify the
definition and classification of ecosystem services: The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity (TEEB) and the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Goods
and Services (CICES) (Schroter et al., 2014). TEEB was an effort hosted by the United
Nations Environment Programme to “show how economic concepts and tools can help
equip society with the means to incorporate the values of nature into decision making at
all levels” (TEEB, 2003, p. 3), while CICES (Haines-Young & Potschin, 2010) was a
report to the European Environment Agency that sought to link ecosystem services to
standard economic product and activity classifications.

Anthropocentrism
Of these three documents, the MEA provides the most general definition of
ecosystem services as “the benefits people obtain from ecosystems” (2005, p. v). The
MEA also classifies ecosystem services into provisioning services (the products obtained
from ecosystems, such as food and water), regulating services (the benefits obtained from
the regulation of air quality, erosion, and other ecosystem processes), cultural services
(the nonmaterial benefits of ecosystems, such as spiritual enrichment and aesthetic
experiences), and supporting services (the long-term processes that undergird all of the
other ecosystem services, such as soil formation and nutrient cycling).
The anthropocentric focus built into MEA’s definition and classification of
ecosystem services has received significant criticism, as it seemingly ignores or
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marginalizes a popular and longstanding ethical argument for the intrinsic value of nature
(Brown, 2004; Reyers, Polasky, Tallis, Mooney, & Larigauderie, 2012; Sagoff, 2002;
Schroter et al., 2014). While the MEA does acknowledge that nature also has value “in
and of itself,” (2005, p. v), the governing premise of the ecosystem services approach is
that a human-centered conservation ethic – one driven by the maximization of human
welfare – is more effective than one based in the intrinsic rights and values of nature. The
implicit assumption is that “people’s core motivations are deeply self-serving and thus
that economic self-interest is the most potent motivator” (Doak, Bakker, Goldstein, &
Hale, 2014).
The utility maximizing model is even more evident in the TEEB (2010) report,
which states that natural resources are economic assets, “whether or not they enter the
marketplace” (p. 26). TEEB’s authors argue that demonstrating the economic value of
natural resources can lead to their more efficient use as well as to more rational decisionmaking. They view ecosystem services as “flows of value to human societies as a result
of the state and quantity of natural capital” and as “the ‘dividend’ that society receives
from natural capital” (ibid., p. 7). But the instrumental view of nature is most bluntly
advanced by the authors of the CICES (Haines-Young & Potschin, 2010) report who
defined services “as the ‘useful things’ ecosystems ‘do’ for people in relation to
enhancing human well-being directly or indirectly” (p. 7).
As Silvertown (2015) argues, whether or not one subscribes to the
anthropocentrism inherent in the ecosystem services approach, “it is important to realize
that it is an ideologically chosen standpoint and not one dictated by science” (p. 6). In
other words, adopting the model of a rational, narrowly self-interested individual, along
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with the view of services as things ecosystems do for people, involves choices that
reinforce very specific ways of relating to and acting in the world. For example, the
economically driven focus on services that are valuable to humans may leave ecosystem
processes and functions that benefit only nonhumans in a precarious position (Redford &
Adams, 2009). Similarly, the approach seems to discount many compelling motivations
expressed by people engaged in conservation work that fall outside economic-oriented
rationales, including a desire to maintain tradition or take part in collective action
(Turnhout, Waterton, Neves, & Buizer, 2013). It is also unclear how this approach
accounts for the preferences of many non-Western people who have a wholly distinct
conception of humans’ relationship to nature and, indeed, may not even conceive of
“nature” as a distinct entity (Hodgson et al., 2007).

Classification and valuation
Beyond the assumption that economic self-interest is the most effective driver of
conservation action, the ecosystem services approach rests on two further premises: that
ecosystem services can be disaggregated into discrete categories, and that their value can
be quantified (Gomez-Baggethun & Ruiz-Perez, 2011; Sullivan, 2010). MEA’s
classification of services into provisioning, regulating, cultural, and supporting categories
enabled the report’s authors to examine whether each service was being enhanced or
degraded, and also attempted to fit the complex and interlinked nature of ecosystem
functions “into a mechanistic analytical framework used to handle the relatively simple
nature of human-made commodities” (Gomez-Baggethun & Ruiz-Perez, 2011). CICES
(Haines-Young & Potschin, 2010) makes this goal explicit, acknowledging that many
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classifications of ecosystem services are possible but that it chose one that could be crosstabulated with three international standards for the classification of economic activities,
products, and consumption. The number and boundaries among ecosystem services is
therefore highly contingent on context – specifically, economic context.
As Robertson (2012) argues, classifying a service needs to go hand-in-hand with
measuring its value if it is to circulate in the marketplace. While proponents of the use of
ecosystem services in policy decisions acknowledge that the ultimate value of the
environment to life on Earth is infinite, they argue that an explicit inclusion of the
ecosystem services’ marginal value – that is, the differences made by small changes in
ecosystem services to human welfare – increases our ability to make informed decisions
between alternative courses of action (Costanza et al., 1997). In practical terms, this
valuation attempts to estimate individuals’ willingness to pay for benefits accrued from
the environment:
For example, if ecological services provided a $50 increment to the timber
productivity of a forest, then the beneficiaries of this service should be
willing to pay up to $50 for it. In addition to timber production, if the
forest offered non-marketed, aesthetic, existence, and conservation values
of $70, those receiving this non-market benefit should be willing to pay up
to $70 for it. The total value of ecological services would be $120, but the
contribution to the money economy of ecological services would be $50,
the amount that actually passes through markets. (ibid., p. 255)
Indeed, TEEB (2010) cautions that failing to estimate the monetary value of a service is
“unacceptable.” The assumption is that the full range of ecosystem services and their
implications for different groups in society can be identified, and that the value of these
services can be estimated across physical and temporal scales: local to global, upstream
to downstream, current use versus future use, etc.
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The ultimate purpose of valuation is “to make greater use of economic
instruments and market-based approaches” (MEA, 2005, p. 96) in environmental policy
and management – but an immediate tactical use of valuation is to make the various
identified services comparable to each other using a common metric. MEA’s (2003)
authors recognize that sociocultural values cannot be fully captured by methods that elicit
individuals’ willingness to pay or willingness to accept compensation for ecosystem
benefits. But the proposed solutions for these special cases – participatory assessment and
group valuation processes – are intended to have the same goal as individual preference
methods: “to derive an economic value for the ecological good or service in question”
(MAE, 2003, p. 140). Chan et al. (2012) find some promising examples of more inclusive
and multi-metric valuation processes in which “the language of local constituents is
often the basis for ‘constructing’ scales that render otherwise excluded (often intangible)
variables visible and commensurate” (p. 15). But they also point out that the conditions
that allow for the use of multi-metric and deliberative methods of valuation – a
“benevolent” decision-maker, equal access and influence at the decision table by all
relevant stakeholders, an opportunity for decision-making outside the predominant
economic framework – very rarely arise in practice.
McCauley (2006) summarizes the premise of the ecosystem services approach in
this way: “The underlying assumption is that if scientists can identify ecosystem services,
quantify their economic value, and ultimately bring conservation more in synchrony with
market ideologies, then the decision-makers will recognize the folly of environmental
destruction and work to safeguard nature” (p. 27). The title of a subsection of TEEB
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(2010), “Measuring Better to Manage Better,” fully captures the assumed causal link
between improved economic valuation and better management decisions.

Critique of the Domain Assumptions of Ecosystem Services
While the number of researchers who are empirically assessing the effectiveness
of the ecosystem services approach is growing (Carpenter et al., 2009; Miteva,
Pattanayak, & Ferraro, 2014; Norgaard, 2010), our concern in this paper is with broader
trends in Western society with respect to calculability in decision-making. Below, we
draw on the theories of Max Weber and the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory to argue
that the domain assumptions of ecosystem services are among the latest manifestations of
a tendency to privilege instrumental reasoning – at the expense of critical thinking – in
our relationships with the world.

Bureaucracy and rationality in the modern state
Writing in the early 20th century, in a time of great political and economic change
in Germany and around the world, Max Weber sought to better understand the
characteristics of the modern state and industrial capitalism. A fundamental question that
informed his inquiry was ‘what is a state?’ Weber argued that, sociologically, the state
could not be defined in terms of its tasks, goals, or ends. He noted that political
associations leading up to and including the modern state had pursued a great variety of
goals, none of which were necessarily exclusive to such types of associations. Therefore,
he proposed to define the modern state in terms of the “means peculiar to it, as to every
political association, namely the use of physical force” (Weber, 1946b, p. 78, original
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emphasis). For Weber, the state is an association or community that possesses monopoly
of the legitimate use of force in a specific geographical territory. The state may allow
other institutions or individuals the right to use physical force, but the state is the only
legitimate source of such force.
Why do people obey the state? If the state places some individuals in a relation
of domination to others, what justifications can possibly legitimate this relation? To
answer these questions, Weber surveyed how people associated themselves politically
over the course of centuries and proposed three types of authorizations or legitimations
for domination. The first, “traditional” type of domination, was based on habit, custom,
and the ‘way things have always been.’ Patriarchies and patrimonial monarchies, in
which power is invested in the authority of the leader, are in this category. The second
type of domination centers on the personal charisma of a leader and in the followers’
confidence in the leader’s heroism, sanctity, or other extraordinary qualities. Weber
included prophets, elected warlords, political party leaders, gang leaders, and others in
this category. Finally, Weber noted that the modern state was legitimated by a “legal”
form of domination, that is, “the belief in the validity of legal statute and functional
competence based on rationally created rules” (Weber, 1946b, p. 79, original emphasis).
The rule of law is not contingent on historical tradition or heroic individuals; rather, it is a
product of deliberation. According to Weber, legitimacy in the modern state is invested in
the body of administrative and legal rules that govern the exercise of authority. This body
of rules is subject to change by legislation, has binding authority over all persons, and is
carried out by an “administrative apparatus,” that is, a bureaucracy (Bendix, 1960, p.
418). The modern public official strives to regulate matters according to strictly
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‘objective’ considerations and by following abstract and general rules, rather than
through sympathy, grace, gratitude, or other bestowals of favor on an individual or caseby-case basis. The special nature and virtue of bureaucracy, according to Weber, is its
elimination from official business of “love, hatred, and all purely personal, irrational, and
emotional elements which escape calculation” (Weber, 1946a, p. 216).
Weber felt that bureaucratic organization was technically superior to any other
form of organization. Bureaucratic work aims to be relatively precise, efficient,
unambiguous, and discrete, and to reduce the material and personal costs of
administration. For these reasons, bureaucracy is a defining feature not just of the modern
state but also of industry, political parties, unions, universities, hospitals, and all forms of
large-scale organization. Weber believed that bureaucracy went hand in hand with
rationalization, or the “extension of calculative attitudes of a technical character to more
and more spheres of activity” (Held, 2006, p. 127).
Weber emphasized that the spread of rationalization did not mean that modern
individuals had a more extensive knowledge of the world than those who came before
them. Rather, individuals now believed that, if they so wished, they could acquire this
knowledge at any time:
It means that principally there are no mysterious incalculable forces that
come into play, but rather that one can, in principle, master all things by
calculation. This means that the world is disenchanted. One need no
longer have recourse to magical means in order to master or implore the
spirits, as did the savage, for whom such mysterious powers existed.
Technical means and calculations perform the service. (Weber, 1946c, p.
139)
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As rationalization permeates more areas of life, traditional and charismatic legitimations
are eliminated. While Weber did not believe that history followed an unambiguous or
unilinear direction, he nevertheless saw it as “having departed a deeply enchanted past en
route to a disenchanted future – a journey that would gradually strip the natural world
both of its magical properties and of its capacity for meaning” (Schneider, 1993, p. ix).
He believed that, once established, bureaucracy and rationalization were difficult to
destroy and “practically unshatterable.” The bureaucrat was “chained to his activity […]
a single cog in an ever-moving mechanism which prescribes to him an essentially fixed
route of march” (Weber, 1946a, p. 228). As both public administration and private
economic management become more complex and differentiated, the bureaucratic
apparatus becomes more indispensable. This led Weber to pointedly ask whether freedom
and democracy were at all possible in the long run in our economically and technically
developed, modern world (Gerth & Mills, 1946, p. 71).

Weber’s theories and the domain assumptions of ecosystem services
Applying Weber’s ideas to ecosystems services, the assumption that making
better decisions about the environment requires calculating its economic value can be
seen as an effect of the broader process of rationalization unfolding in modern societies.
The concern with quantifying the value of nature and making the various services
provided by ecosystems comparable to each other through the use of a single metric
reflects Weber’s observations about the significance of calculability and standardization
in rationally administered societies. As ecosystem service valuation methodologies focus
on the optimal means for expressing utility, motivations that are difficult to quantify –
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love, duty, tradition, compassion, nostalgia, among others – become increasingly
irrelevant in decision-making. This makes planning and administration rational, efficient,
and predictable, but it also has important implications for reason, freedom, and ethical
reflection – implications that critical theorists such as Adorno, Marcuse, and Horkheimer
can help us to scrutinize.

Instrumental reason
Critical theory can be difficult to summarize because it often means different
things to different scholars associated with it. But critical theorists share an interest in the
historical context and underlying values of existing theories and practices, as well as a
commitment to the abolishment of social injustice. Their writings, in other words, focus
both on the historical forces which have forged the present and on the possibilities for
future transformation and radical change. Shaped in part by the rise of fascism in Europe
in the 1920s and 1930s, as well as by the expansion of centralized control in Stalin’s
Russia, early critical theorists believed that “through an examination of contemporary
social and political issues they could contribute to a critique of ideology and to the
development of a non-authoritarian and non-bureaucratic politics” (Held, 1980, p. 16).
Herbert Marcuse and other critical theorists took Weber’s analyses of
rationalization in modern societies and attempted to further develop their substantive
implications. They argued that individuals and organizations pursue increasingly efficient
strategies and techniques at the cost of critical reason and reflection on the social and
historical context in which their actions take place. Thus, reasoning is evaluated with
respect to means and techniques, rather than ends: “Propositions concerning production,
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effective organization, the rules of the game, business methods, use of science and
technique, are judged true or false according to whether or not the ‘means’ to which they
refer are suitable or applicable (for an end which remains, of course, unquestioned)”
(Held, 1980, p. 67). According to Marcuse, rationalization therefore legitimates and
supports the existing economic structure of society, which presents itself “as the
technically necessary organizational form of a rationalized society” (Habermas, 1970, p.
83). Marcuse contends that the “good way of life” made possible by rationalization
hinders qualitative change – and even the idea of change. He is particularly concerned
with the emergence of “a pattern of one-dimensional thought and behavior in which
ideas, aspirations, and objectives that, by their content, transcend the established universe
of discourse and action are either repelled or reduced to the terms of this universe”
(Marcuse, 1964, p. 12, original emphasis). In our modern society, those terms are
economic: “Exchange value, not truth value counts. On it centers the rationality of the
status quo, and all alien rationality is bent to it” (ibid., p. 57).
Max Horkheimer (1947), another key figure in the development of critical theory,
argued that, historically, reason had focused on how to align our individual ideas and
actions with the order inherent in the larger world, that is, with the relations among
human beings and between human beings and the rest of the universe. It focused, for
example, “on the idea of the greatest good, on the problem of human destiny, and on the
way of realization of ultimate goals” (p. 4). Activities such as organization, classification,
and calculation of data were subordinate to insight into this greater moral universe.
Reason was regarded as a faculty that enabled individuals to appraise aims such as
justice, equality, happiness, and tolerance in terms of an objective reality independent of
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personal interests. This capacity for rational insight into the greater whole was considered
to be more or less universal, even if each individual person’s response was contingent on
his or her situation and abilities: “Insight into the plight of an enslaved people, for
example, might induce a young man to fight for its liberation, but would allow his father
to stay at home and till the land” (ibid., p. 11).
Over time, this “objective” form of reason was eclipsed by one which views
aims and ends as reasonable only if “they serve the subject’s interest in relation to selfpreservation – be it that of the single individual, or of the community on whose
maintenance that of the individual depends” (Horkheimer, 1947, p. 3). The focus of this
“subjective” form of reason is on coordinating the right means with a pre-given end. The
capacity to find a rationale for action in the relationships and structures to which we
belong, that is, in our place in the larger universe, is greatly de-emphasized. For
subjective reason, things have no value in themselves but only in their utility to us as
individuals: “Every word or sentence that hints of relations other than pragmatic is
suspect. When a man is asked to admire a thing, to respect a feeling or attitude, to love a
person for his own sake, he smells sentimentality and suspects that someone is pulling his
leg or trying to sell him something” (ibid. p. 69). Ethics is reduced to the selection of the
correct method for a particular end, and rational discourse is by definition limited to
technical and instrumental considerations.
The critical theorists argued that looking at the world solely as a means to selfpreservation had important implications for our relationship to nature. The Age of
Enlightenment and the scientific revolution that accompanied it did away with myth and
superstition and, in their place, exalted knowledge obtained through systematic inquiry
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into nature. Horkheimer, and his collaborator Theodor Adorno, argued that this form of
knowledge was free from the influence of dogma but also established humans as “the
masters of nature”: “the mind, conquering superstition, is to rule over disenchanted
nature” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 2002, p. 2). In other words, the Enlightenment
conceived of nature as capable of being mastered through science and calculation. Other
ways of knowing were considered suspect: “From now on matter was finally to be
controlled without the illusion of immanent powers or hidden properties. For
Enlightenment, anything which does not conform to the standard of calculability and
utility must be viewed with suspicion” (ibid., p. 3).

Critical theories and the domain assumptions of ecosystem services
The critical theorists did not argue against rationalization by invoking a return to
tradition, charisma, or other historical forms of legitimation. Instead, they argued that
rationalization tends to close off possibilities for rational and ethical thinking about how
things might be different. Observed through the lens of critical theory, the practice of
ecosystem services valuation does not simply “disenchant” nature, but it curtails serious
consideration of non-market values in environmental decision-making. Looking at the
natural world as a set of ecosystem services that can be valued in monetary terms leaves
little room for moral choice and ethical debate about values that might underpin a
different kind of future, one not ruled by the economic bottom-line.
The concept of ecosystem services is deeply rooted in a utilitarian view of the
environment; its preferred valuation method is to measure and aggregate utility and
individual preference. Critical theory suggests, though, that the act of expressing a
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preference is, in itself, not equivalent with reasoning. C. Wright Mills (1959) argued that
“freedom is not merely the chance to do as one pleases; neither is it merely the
opportunity to choose between set alternatives. Freedom is, first of all, the chance to
formulate the available choices, to argue over them – and then, the opportunity to
choose” (p. 174). In the ecosystem services context, the choice has already been made:
nature is to be understood as serving the ends and purposes of human beings and its value
is to be calculated in monetary terms. Understandings and values that support a larger
purpose in life than to maximize utility, or that afford nature worth in and of itself, are
considered too subjective, nebulous, and fuzzy for rational decision-making. The
ecosystem services approach expands “the economic rationality of the profit calculus into
the sphere of ecosystems and biodiversity” (Gomez-Baggethun & Ruiz-Perez, 2011, p.
624). As Brown pointedly states, the ecosystem services argument “perpetuates a false
view of humanity's place in the world and legitimates and extends a practice already
much too common: trying to reduce every thing and every one to market terms” (Brown,
2004, p. 16).

A Proposed Solution: The Nonhuman Turn in Social Theory
Our overview of traditional and critical sociological theorizing suggests that the
contemporary approach to conceptualizing ecosystem services formalizes a disenchanted
view of nature that sustains very specific interests and ways of relating to the world,
reducing it to quantifiable, calculated, and measurable factors. A richer, expanded
relationship with nature would require new ways of thinking about human/nature
interactions along with new forms of rationality that constantly examine the underlying
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assumptions that “mold our thinking to be uncritically quiescent and conformist”
(Ventriss, 2002, p. 292).
A way forward is suggested by the observation that the ecosystem services
approach assumes the separation of natural ecosystems and human societies (Barnaud &
Antona, 2014; Hodgson et al., 2007; Sullivan, 2010). “What would an ecosystem services
approach look like,” Hodgson et al. (2007) ask, “if we did not start, a priori, from a
nature/culture distinction that has emerged through Western, modernizing processes?” (p.
259). Indeed, an increasing number of critical, theoretical, and empirical currents are
calling attention to the inseparability of the human and the nonhuman (Grusin, 2015).
New manifestations of systems and computational theories, neuroscience scholarship,
science and technology studies, affect theory, and other intellectual developments from
the last few decades insist on the co-construction of the human and nonhuman, the latter
broadly understood as encompassing animals, plants, words, technologies, ideas,
institutions, and “things” in general.
In what follows, we analyze the main tenets of one of the analytical and
theoretical formations associated with the “nonhuman turn” – actor-network theory
(ANT). ANT is used to “stand in” for the nonhuman turn precisely because it
fundamentally rejects the nature/society dualism. Instead of treating nature and society as
separate, immutable, “solid hooks to which we might attach our interpretations” (Latour,
1993, pp. 95-96), ANT is interested in describing how properties we label social and
natural, human and nonhuman, emerge in collective action. We conclude this paper with
a discussion of the implications of the nonhuman turn for the ecosystem services
approach and for political and ethical engagement with the world.
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Actor-network theory
Like critical theory, ANT is a collection of distinct contributions to social theory
rather than a unified body of work. In fact, many of ANT’s proponents have referred to it
by different names, including “sociology of translation,” “material semiotics,” and
“enrolment theory.” These approaches have in common a conceptualization of the
identity and agency of everything in the social and natural worlds as a “continuously
generated effect of the webs of relations within which they are located” (Law, 2009, p.
141). The “actor” in actor-network theory includes not only humans but anything that
associates and combines with others in contingent and heterogeneous “assemblages”:
machines, texts, organizations, biogeochemical processes. In contrast to the longstanding
humanist tradition that sees agency as a property of the individual, ANT regards it as a
network effect and relational accomplishment. We illustrate this by describing a wellknown ANT study, conducted by French sociologist Michel Callon (1999).
In 1972, three researchers presented at a conference in France their discovery of
a technique utilized in Japan for capturing scallop larvae in collector devices. This system
sheltered them from predators until the scallops were large enough to be harvested. The
researchers asked: Is the technique employed by Japanese fishermen transposable to
western France? Because the scallop growing off the coast of France was a different
species than the one in Japan, and nothing was known about its life cycle, the answer to
this question was contingent on finding out whether and how the scallop larvae would
anchor to the collector system.
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Callon observed that the question of whether the scallop anchored itself to the
collector brought a whole set of actors into the “story”: French fishermen (interested in
light of their concern about declining stocks of French scallops), scientific colleagues
(interested in advancing the knowledge about shellfish), and the scallops themselves
(who presumably would proliferate and survive if they anchored to collectors in their
larval stage). If these actors wanted to meet their own interests (regardless of the
impulses, motivations, or reasons that might lay behind them) they must “(1) know the
answer to the question, How do scallops anchor?, and (2) recognize that their alliance
around this question can benefit each of them” (Callon, 1999, p. 70). Thus, the problem
of scallop cultivation involved a set of actors (human and nonhuman) whose “wants”
were contingent on their links, associations, or alliances with each other.
In studying this project, Callon analyzed the steps that the three researchers took
to stabilize and consolidate the identities and interests imposed on the scallops,
fishermen, and scientists. Though these entities could define their identities, goals,
projects, or interests in relation to anyone and anything (not just in relation to scallop
cultivation), the three researchers employed specific “devices” – strategies and
mechanisms – to uncouple the actors from competing associations. The researchers aimed
to interest, lure, or trap the scallops, fishermen, and scientists into a specific network or
system of alliances. For the scallops, the entrapment device was a physical towline made
up of collectors and lowered into the sea. For the fishermen and scientists, the devices
were meetings and conferences where the researchers explained the decline of French
scallops, the success of the Japanese anchoring technique, and the lack of scientific
knowledge about the scallops in France. Callon argues that these presentations and
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conversations, as much as the towlines, attempted to enroll and hold human and
nonhuman entities in a web of relations that defined and ordered their identities while
providing the conditions for their interaction, alignment, and coordination.
This example illustrates ANT’s rejection of not only the human/nonhuman
dualism, but also of the separation between agency and structure. In ANT, an actor exists
only within, and as an effect of, the relationships it enters. The scallops and the scientists
are co-constructed by the researchers’ experiment, and their properties emerge from a
“complex socio-natural assemblage” (Murdoch, 2001, p. 118) promoted by the three
researchers. Thus, the world is comprised of dynamic and processual “meshworks” (actor
networks) in which a scallop may play as active a role as scientists and researchers.
Callon noted, however, that other entities can thwart plans for recruitment by
establishing their own ties with the intended network-actors. In the case of the scallop
larvae, “enemy forces” (tidal currents, parasites, the material used for the collectors, and
more) interfered with the researchers’ plans. The researchers had to “negotiate” with the
larvae by continuously adjusting the entrapment devices to provide the optimum
conditions for attachment to collectors. Outside factors also forced the three researchers
to engage in negotiations and transactions with their scientific colleagues in regards to the
validity of the proposition that the scallops could actually anchor themselves in their
larval state. The fishermen were assumed to be inherently engaged: they were simply
waiting to hear the experts’ eventual conclusions. Callon argues that enrolment can
therefore occur in myriad ways, including via physical violence (against the larvae’s
parasites), transaction (with the researchers’ scientific colleagues), and consent without
discussion (with regards to the fishermen).
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In ANT, therefore, the definition and distribution of roles are “a result of
multilateral negotiations during which the identity of the actors is determined or tested”
(Callon, 1999, p. 76). The world is characterized by ongoing processes of differentiation
and individuation – a characterization that “flies in the face of identity-thinking, which
assumes that the world can be unproblematically divided into different classes of being”
(Braun, 2009, p. 28). Human and nonhuman actors are “entangled” in contingent
networks through the roles and activities they actively and continuously perform.
Callon concludes his account by describing two further transformations in the
roles and relations among researchers, scallops, fishermen, and the scientific community.
First, the three researchers “mobilized” the other actors to advance a specific social and
natural “reality”: that the scallop is a species that anchors itself, that the results of the
research are valid, and that the fishermen support the research project. This mobilization
was accomplished through a series of simplifying devices (for example, tables, graphs,
analyses) that designated the researchers as spokespersons for the other actors.
Second, Callon observed that support can be betrayed: subsequent generations of
scallop larvae refused to attach to the collectors and were carried away by “a crowd of
other actors,” including unexpected water currents, the variable temperature of water
layers, and all sorts of predators (Callon, 1999, p. 79). Simultaneously, some fishermen
disavowed their role as supporters of the research program by, without warning, fishing
out the young scallops hatched in the collectors. The three researchers were denounced.
Although they had “worked incessantly on society and nature, defining and associating
entities,” the alliances they forged “were stable only for a certain location at a particular
time” (ibid., p. 81).
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Implications of the nonhuman turn for ecosystem services
From the perspective of ANT, ecosystem services can be conceived as “hybrids”
composed of processes, materials, knowledge, and ideologies, among other things.
Ecosystem services bring together humans and nonhumans in a relationship that defines
people as rational utility-maximizers and ecosystems as standardized “flows of value to
human societies” (TEEB, 2010, p. 7). Thus, ANT suggests that the role and intention
provided to both humans and nonhumans by the ecosystem services approach arise from
the dynamic network in which both are enrolled rather than from any “essential” or
timeless qualities. ANT draws attention to the ways in which these roles are consolidated
through simplifications like economic valuation methods that make both humans and
nonhumans “transportable,” that is, that mobilize them for active support for an
ecosystem services approach to planning and management. Within this approach, the
process of measurement makes both nature and people more manageable by imposing a
narrow and specific form of agency on both.
Enrolment and mobilization “devices” or techniques, like contingent valuation
surveys, enable ecosystem services proponents to speak for people and nature and to
advance an instrumental form of rationality in planning and management decisions. But
ANT also suggests that, although humans and nonhumans may be persuaded to adopt
certain identities, the always dynamic and contingent nature of their alliance makes this
arrangement provisional. Other entities continuously try to form their own associations
with network-actors within ecosystem services assemblages. These include, for example,
arguments that extend ethical standing to nonhuman beings or to the land as a whole
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(Leopold, 1949; Regan & Singer, 1989). Such arguments assign different properties to
nonhumans than the ecosystem services approach does, while also contesting the latter’s
human exceptionalism. Events or processes that conflict with human interests, like the
destruction of human property or the transmission of disease by animals, also challenge
the beneficial role ascribed to nature by the ecosystem services concept (McCauley,
2006). These kinds of arguments, ideas, and material processes question some of the
assumptions of the ecosystem services approach and interfere with the lure of
anthropocentrism and calculability.
Actor-network theory is not without its critics. For example, Jones (2009) points
out that ANT describes how human and nonhuman identities are co-determined, but does
not concern itself with how life actually “feels” and functions for bodies in these hybrid
networks. Murdoch (2001) reviews criticisms that ANT’s reliance on the same terms
(“enrolment,” “mobilization,” “betrayal”) to describe transformations involving both
human and nonhuman actors disregards the potential of certain entities to behave
differently than others. Further, Whittle and Spicer (2008) articulate a commonly voiced
criticism of ANT’s superficial treatment of power and resistance when they argue that
ANT does not adequately account for (1) the emergent capacities of actors to re-interpret
supposedly stable networks and identities, and (2) the ways in which actors attempt to
disrupt enrolment – sometimes successfully, sometimes not. In short, ANT has been
criticized for its seemingly totalizing and deterministic view of domination.
But, to us, the utility of ANT and other representatives of the nonhuman turn lies
in their commitment to “making more of the world, not allowing it to be reduced, but
rather allowing it to be read and writ large” (Thrift, 2005, p. 475). Affect theory, another
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broad strand of the nonhuman turn, emphasizes capacities to act and be acted upon in the
world: “the modulating field of myriad becomings across human and nonhuman”
(Seigworth & Gregg, 2010, p. 6). Affects, broadly understood as “intensities” that alter
one’s experience of the world in some way – examples include joy, interest, shame, fear,
anger, etc. – are experienced in relation to physical objects, ideas, other affects, and
“things” and events in general. They are “immanent” to experience, that is, always in it
but not of it (Massumi, 1995). This ontology calls into question the subject-object
distinction at the moment of being affected. It puts “us – precisely at those moments
when we care most, when we feel the value of something – ‘outside of ourselves’ ”
(Flatley, 2009, p. 18). Affect theory paints a picture of a world without fixed figures that
can stand against fixed backgrounds; instead, the world is always becoming, expressing,
emerging (Massumi, 2015).
This commitment to pluralism suggests a normative preference for networks in
which agency can circulate freely rather than being rigidly constrained within hierarchies
(Ivakhiv, 2002). Instead of grounding ethical behavior in utilitarianism (“the greatest
happiness for the greatest number of people”), natural law (i.e., what human reason
understands nature’s purpose to be), or the categorical imperative (i.e., a personal, but
rationally justified, sense of what is right), the nonhuman turn points to a relational form
of ethics that recognizes the intimate connections between humans, animals,
technologies, and other “hybrid” entities. The codes of such a relational ethics would
emerge “through the political process rather than some ideal, rational, abstraction”
(Whatmore, 1997, p. 50). Decision-making processes would engage critically with the
co-construction of the sovereign individual and with nature “out there,” rather than taking
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them for granted. This would be a “critical and confrontive approach to social reality”
that would “pose the problem” of who speaks and toward what normative ends, rather
than acceding to the rationality of the market (Ventriss, 2002, p. 293).

Conclusion: A Critical Stance on Ecosystem Services
In this paper, we examined some of the domain assumptions of ecosystem
services, particularly the belief in economic self-interest as the most powerful motivator
for action and the confidence in the human ability to classify and value services using a
common metric. We argued that these assumptions reduce rationality and ethical
reflection to a calculation of means to maximize the world’s utility to individuals. We
suggested that the recent nonhuman turn in social theory challenges some of the
foundational dualisms of ecosystem services, especially the implied separation between
humans and nature. We argued that the relational and co-determined conception of
agency and structure in actor-network theory points to forms of ethical and political
engagement that do not constrain roles, identities, and spokespersons to those favored by
a market economy.
In response to the rising popularity of market-based conservation policy
instruments, Van Hecken, Bastiaensen, and Windey (2015) propose the establishment of
an interdisciplinary ecosystem services research agenda that includes ethnographic and
political studies of values and relationships in environmental decision-making at various
scales. They argue that such an agenda “will induce further critical reflection on how PES
[payments for ecosystem services] interventions are intrinsically shaped by political
relations, power dynamics, social diversity, and cultural values” (p. 123). We second this
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proposal but would argue that critical reflection cannot be limited to a skeptical attitude
toward the ecosystem services approach to policy and management. It is not enough that
research call into the question the “natural” order of things imposed by ecosystem
services. Sayer (2009) contends that a critical stance needs to also set out explicitly from
a normative conception – a conception of the good. We agree, and would suggest that this
conception refer to the flourishing and wellbeing of all life on Earth as continually
negotiated in settings that are free from the influence of the market. We would therefore
call for an ecosystem services research agenda that is as fluent in ethics as it is in science
and politics.
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Abstract
Many of Vermont’s small towns – like amenity-rich rural communities in other
parts of the U.S. – attract tourists, retirees, second-home owners, and other groups whose
values are often assumed to “clash” with those of longtime residents. This study
examines (a) the extent to which seasonal and permanent residents differ within and
across Vermont towns experiencing different rates of growth; and (b) the implications of
their differences relative to attitudes toward community development and preservation of
local natural and cultural resources and quality of life. The analysis of resident survey
data indicates that, while permanent residents (both newly arrived and long established)
are more supportive of community development than seasonal homeowners, the groups
express similar attitudes toward preservation of community resources. Furthermore, the
study suggests that the rate at which a town grows has an effect on how all homeowner
groups may receive community development and preservation proposals.

Keywords: Amenity places, Growth, Northern Forest, Rural tourism, Seasonal homes,
Vermont
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Introduction
Like other formerly resource-dependent places across the United States and
abroad, northern Vermont includes many small, rural towns that were once socially and
economically dependent on a forestry, mining, and agriculture resource base. As natural
resource extraction industries declined over time, though, many of these towns turned to
recreation and tourism development to stimulate local economies (Harrison, 2006;
Sherman, Sessions, & Potash, 2004). The new service industries range from local crafts
production to development of festivals, cultural events, agricultural home-stays, ski resort
enhancement, and seasonal recreation (mountain bicycling; snowmobiles). These
entrepreneurial efforts have in common an appreciation of Vermont’s small towns and
scenic natural landscapes.
The consequences of the new amenity economy – increased tourist visitation,
population in-migration, and new home construction – are now visible across the region.
Second home enclaves have been established in even the most rural towns; ski resorts
have upgraded and expanded; and new recreation projects (bike touring routes, a large
water themed park, mountain biking trails in local forests) are changing the landscape.
Tourism’s seasonal character has also impacted Vermonters’ cultural practices (Jordan,
1980). Permanent Vermont residents often interpret second-home owners’ material and
cultural practices as contrary to their own, consolidating the idea of a “clash” between the
two groups (Armstrong & Stedman, 2013). Some community leaders in Vermont’s
amenity-rich Northern Forest counties fear that many newcomers fail to understand
longstanding social and cultural practices while many long-term residents refuse to
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accept the idea of change, leading to a diminished sense of community connectedness
(Dobbs & Ober, 1995).
Places grow at different rates, and in small towns, even a small number of
newcomers can have a large impact if they arrive over a short period of time. New
construction of seasonal or second homes can also trigger broader community or regional
investments in tourism, recreation, and commercial projects. Such rapid population and
economic growth in rural communities can lead to declines in informal social support
networks (Greider & Krannich, 1985) and a reduced sense of local identity and solidarity
(Greider, Krannich, & Berry, 1991), while socioeconomic gains in amenity-rich towns
are often limited to those who work in low-skill service-sector jobs (Saint Onge, Hunter,
& Boardman, 2007). Therefore, one important question related to local growth is the
extent to which local residents support or oppose community development proposals and
initiatives.
Newcomers to the region include seasonal residents, second-home owners,
retirees, and others seeking rural retreats and a quality of life based on environmental
amenities. But within these broad categories there are differences related to community
affiliation and longevity: short-term permanent residents and longer-term inhabitants;
seasonal residents who have long-term visitation patterns and those who are occasional
visitors to a specific place. Indeed, occasional visitors may turn into seasonal residents,
then into permanent residents. And the longer in-migrants have lived in a high-amenity
rural community, the more similar they are predicted to become to natives in terms of
attitudes toward growth and development (Brennan & Cooper, 2008). In other words,
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residents may be situated along different points on a continuum from newcomers to
“oldtimers” rather than belonging to either one category or the other.
Given these complexities, this paper addresses two specific questions: (a) to what
extent do seasonal and permanent residents differ within and across Vermont towns
experiencing different rates of growth?; and (b) what are the implications of their
differences relative to attitudes toward community development and preservation of local
natural and cultural resources and quality of life?
This research is part of a larger study that aims to better understand the
demographic, social, cultural and economic transformations affecting rural communities
in northern, amenity-rich regions of Vermont. This research contributes to the scholarly
literature about rural community social change, and tourism planning and development.
In contrast to other studies that have focused on county-level data, we use both county
and town-level data, facilitating a closer look at local governance dynamics. Because
prior tourism research has suggested that growth rates are consequential for rural
community change (Park & Stokowski, 2009), we specifically compare a sample of rural
places growing at different rates. Further, because resource extraction activities ended
years ago in many rural Vermont places, and tourism developed across the region at
discontinuous rates, we also discuss differences in communities’ degree of dependence
on tourism (Smith & Krannich, 1998). Finally, we consider residential longevity (not just
permanent or seasonal status) as important for community-oriented behaviors, for both
permanent and also seasonal residents. Taken together, these considerations can
contribute to a more detailed understanding of the evolution and dynamics of amenitybased rural places.
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Rural Migration Patterns in the United States
Vermont’s demographic trends over the last few decades mirror those of rural
areas in the U.S. as a whole. For the greater part of the twentieth century, the dominant
pattern of population movement in the United States was one of migration from
nonmetropolitan to metropolitan areas. Economic factors, such as agricultural
reorganization and the decreasing labor needs of extractive industries, fueled this longlasting trend of rural-to-urban migration (Fuguitt, Beale, Fulton, & Gibson, 1998). But
over the past several decades, many nonmetropolitan regions of the United States have
experienced a revival. Rural populations have increased during the latter quarter of the
20th century and into the 21st century, though the overall rate of growth has slowed across
this time period (Beale & Johnson 1998; Johnson, 2006) and migration patterns differ by
migrants’ age and area features (Johnson & Fuguitt, 2000). Variables found to be
consistently related to rural population changes over the past decades include the rural
areas’ amenity resources, economic base, and proximity to metropolitan regions, and
migrants’ income and education levels (Albrecht, 2010). The factors that impact rural
residents’ decisions to stay or to migrate are complex but include their sentiments toward
their communities’ other members, natural amenities, and education, economic, and
housing opportunities (Beyers & Nelson, 2000; Ulrich-Schad, Henly, & Safford, 2013).
The motivations for people moving to rural areas pivot on similar quality of life issues
related to the areas’ natural and social environments (Beyers & Nelson, 2000; Rudzitis,
1999; von Reichert, Cromartie & Arthun, 2014).
In light of the finding that “counties that offer recreation, amenity or retirement
opportunities have consistently been the fastest growing types of counties in
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nonmetropolitan America” (Johnson, 2006, p. 2), the topic of amenity migration has
gained increasing public and academic interest (Hunter, Boardman, & Saint Onge, 2005;
Kuentzel & Ramaswamy, 2005; Smith & Krannich, 2000; Theodori & Luloff 2000). A
varied topography, mild climate, and access to lakes or oceans tended to be highly related
to rural population growth in the last quarter of the twentieth century (McGranahan,
1999). Rural counties dependent on recreation and counties with relatively large
proportions of wilderness lands also grew at much higher rates than other
nonmetropolitan counties (Dearien, Rudzitis, & Hintz, 2005; Johnson & Beale, 2002).
The national economic downturn of the early 21st century slowed migration to
recreational rural counties, but these types of counties are still growing at more than
double the rates of rural manufacturing, farming, or mining counties (Johnson, 2012).
The only age group that recreation counties have seemed unable to attract or retain are
young adults (15-24 year-olds), for whom access to education and employment
opportunities may be more critical than recreational amenities (Johnson, Winkler, &
Rogers, 2013; Ulrich-Schad, 2015). Indeed, amenity migration appears to be facilitated
by a “postproductivist” rural economic landscape that favors telecommuters, retirees, and
other groups whose income is not dependent on the local economy (Gosnell & Abrams,
2011).

Migrants’ Attitudes Towards Growth
The rural turnaround of the latter part of the twentieth century precipitated a host
of studies concerned not only with the factors behind the new migration trends but also
with the imputed differences between newly arrived and longtime residents. Some of the
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early research on newcomer/longtime resident dynamics suggested that the two social
groups held different values and orientations toward such issues as environmental
stewardship, rural development, and community life (Cockerham & Blevins, 1977;
Graber, 1974; Ploch, 1978). Price and Clay (1980) pointed to a “culture clash” between
recently arrived and established residents: “The needs, values, and expectations of
newcomers differ from those of the natives, and their demands exceed the carrying
capacities of community services and facilities, particularly, it seems, in the areas of
education, health care, social welfare, crime and public safety, and other municipal
services” (p. 604). Similarly, Spain (1993) counseled planners working in communities
that were experiencing high rates of in-migration to pay attention to how conflicts over
public issues “are clothed in the language of different values between been-heres and
come-heres” (p. 165).
Smith’s and Krannich’s (2000) survey of the rural migration literature reviewed
two related hypotheses to explain differences between newcomers and longtime residents
in attitudes toward community growth and land-use. One, because many newcomers were
said to have moved to rural area precisely to escape the consequences of rapid
urbanization, they were expected to “pull the gangplank” behind them and be more
opposed to continued rural growth than long-term residents. And two, newcomers
attracted by rural areas’ recreational amenities and newcomers not dependent on the rural
economy were expected to be more likely to favor the protection of those amenities than
long-term residents. In other words, researchers hypothesized that recent in-migrants
were more likely to want to “preserve the rural and scenic qualities that attracted them to
the community” in the first place (Smith & Krannich, 2000, p. 401).
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But in spite of the intuitive feel of these hypotheses, researchers have found only
mixed empirical support for them over the years. One of the earliest studies, conducted in
a growing community in the Front Range of the Rockies, suggested that newcomers were
indeed more likely than longtime residents to be actively involved in, and supportive of,
measures that attempted to control change and preserve the historical character of the
community (Graber, 1974). The researchers pointed out, however, that many “oldtimers”
joined the newcomers in the historical preservation efforts. Along similar lines, Fortmann
and Kusel (1990) suggested that the arrival of new residents may not necessarily
introduce new values into rural communities as much as give voice to values that had
hitherto been marginalized. Smith’s and Krannich’s (2000) own research in the Rocky
Mountain West concluded that newcomers and longtime residents reported “similar
levels of concern for the environment” and held similar attitudes toward population
growth and rural development (p. 417). Jensen’s and Field’s (2005) study of landowners
in the Pine Barrens of northwestern Wisconsin found that long-term residents were
actually more concerned about growth than newcomers, although the new residents were
more likely to support policies that managed growth and development. Further, research
conducted in southern Appalachia by Jones, Fly, Talley, and Cordell (2003) showed that,
although in-migrants devoted more time and resources to activities that promoted
environmental values, natives expressed similar levels of concern and commitment to
those values.
Researchers have also studied differences between permanent residents and
seasonal homeowners in amenity communities (Clendenning & Field, 2005;
Clendenning, Field, & Kapp, 2005; Green, Marcouiller, Deller, Erkkila, & Sumathi,
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1996; Kaltenborn, Andersen, & Nellemann, 2009). Seasonal homeowners who use their
second homes for personal recreation on weekends, vacations, or holidays are
hypothesized to have different culture, values, attitudes, and collective interests,
compared to permanent residents (Blahna, 1990; Halseth, 1998; Jaakson, 1986). Green et
al. (1996) review two theories that attempt to explain potential differences between
seasonal and year-round residents in their support for measures that promote or control
growth. The local dependency theory states that, as seasonal residents develop more ties
to permanent residents, they become more receptive to arguments for increased
investments in the community, that is, for measures that provide jobs and other social and
economic benefits to community members. If seasonal residents do not form ties to the
larger community, however, or become attached only to other seasonal residents, the
theory would predict that their lack of a shared interest in the larger community would
make them less supportive of growth and development.
The second theory – the growth machine theory – views structural interests as the
key drivers of the differences between seasonal and permanent residents. The theory
asserts that homeowners have an interest in supporting growth lest the investment they
made in their house be undercut by economic decline and its attendant tax increases, loss
of public services, ill-maintained neighboring properties, and other signs of a downturn.
In short, homeowners benefit from a vibrant economy that drives up their property
values. The theory would predict that permanent residents have more to gain from growth
– and thus would be more supportive of it –than seasonal residents because they have a
stronger interest in increasing the exchange value of their home. Green et al. (1996)
conducted focus groups and surveys in a northern Wisconsin county and found support
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for the local dependency theory: the seasonal residents who developed ties only with
other seasonal residents were more likely to support land use controls, while the seasonal
residents who felt welcome in broader community activities were more likely to support
development activities.
Findings of higher level of support for growth control measures by seasonal
residents were also reported by Jensen and Field (2005), although a majority of the
northern Wisconsin residents surveyed for that study welcomed policies to slow growth
and development, regardless of tenure type. Similarly, Kondo, Rivera, and Rullman Jr.
(2012) found that second-home owners in Washington State became increasingly
engaged in land use decision-making processes that restricted future development.
None of these categories, however, fully captures the range of social positions or
relationships within amenity places. As Gosnell and Abrams (2011) explain, the various
theoretical and disciplinary approaches to studying the impacts of second homes has
resulted in several discrete academic literatures – and simple dichotomies of oldtimer/newcomer, urban/rural, and exploitation/preservation, and amenity-based
economies/extractive economies, are inadequate in explaining amenity migration. Other
studies also point to the need to study the roles and positions of people within rural social
systems, not just aggregated categories of residents (such as “permanent residents”). For
example, Rye (2011) found that local elites (especially those with financial interests in
the housing sector) are more supportive of second home development than are other
community members, and encouraged analysis of micro-social structures in rural
communities in transition. As Golding (2012) argues, it may be convenient to assign rural
residents to broad categories, but individual community members self-identify in
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increasingly complex ways with regards to place and urban culture. These changing
identities, in their turn, change their orientations toward land use politics considerably.

Community Growth
In addition to the number of newcomers and new housing starts in a community,
the rate of growth itself also matters for amenity-rich communities. In a survey of tourism
communities in southern Appalachia, Jakus and Siegel (1997) found that the population
growth rate was negatively correlated with attitudes toward tourism development:
residents in fast-growing communities were more likely to be concerned about the
negative aspects of tourism development than residents in slow-growing communities.
Residents’ perception of their community’s rate of growth has also been shown to
influence attitudes toward tourism development (Lankford & Howard, 1994).
Park and Stokowski (2009) hypothesized that, among tourism-based rural
communities, those growing faster would exhibit higher crime and arrest rates than those
growing slower. The researchers based this hypothesis in social disruption theory, which
predicts that rapid population and economic growth weaken a community’s social bonds
and stress many aspects of community life. The researchers’ investigation of tourism
counties in rural Colorado confirmed a relationship between high growth rates and crime
in those communities. Norris & Winston (2009) also found that social and economic
impacts of second home development differed according to the rates of overall growth in
three Irish communities. The size of an area, its capabilities for supporting growth, and
the scale of new developments, is also relevant, as explained by Paris (2009), as these
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factors impact both the supply and value of properties and the awareness of their
environmental impacts.

Study Hypotheses
The literature suggests a need to consider different types of seasonal and
permanent residents instead of relying on simple binary categories. When towns are very
small, however – as is typical in Vermont – it may be impossible to identify considerable
variation within groups. In this study we will distinguish three groups of respondents
(long-term permanent residents, short-term permanent residents, and seasonal residents),
proposing that:
H1: Different types of residents will express different levels of support for
community development and preservation initiatives. In particular, seasonal
residents are less likely to support local initiatives compared to long- and shortterm permanent residents.

The literature also shows that community growth patterns have differential effects on
residents’ attitudes towards others and on their perceived quality of life. Thus, we
propose that:
H2: Residents (permanent and seasonal) in communities with different rates of
growth (slow or fast) will express different levels of support for community
development and preservation initiatives. Specifically, residents of high-growth
communities are more likely to express concern over the negative aspects of
development than residents of low-growth communities.
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Methods
Study site
The Northern Forest region of the eastern United States covers 30 million acres
across the northern counties of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York. It is
“home to more than 2 million people who live in rural communities, larger towns and
small cities surrounded by the largest intact forest in the eastern United States” (Northern
Forest Center, 2016). In Vermont, the Northern Forest extends across portions of
Caledonia, Essex, Franklin, Lamoille, Orleans, and Washington counties (Northern
Forest Center, 2000).
Federal and state-level census and secondary data were reviewed to develop
profiles of Vermont’s Northern Forest counties, and from this, three target counties were
selected to provide a range of amenity development types and community characteristics.
Further review of historic and secondary data supported the choice to include four case
study towns (Cabot, Craftsbury, Eden, and Waitsfield). The four towns varied in their
levels of natural resource dependency, amenity types and stages of development, and
growth rates.
Cabot and Waitsfield are situated at opposite ends of Washington County, and
illustrate a contrast between agricultural landscapes and a farming economy (Cabot) and
a mountain tourism setting with alpine ski area development (Waitsfield). In Lamoille
County, Eden’s small village, lakes, and camping opportunities are primary attractions,
while in Orleans County, Craftsbury is known for its historic village, scenic landscapes,
and Nordic sports area. Among these towns, Eden and Cabot were identified as “fast
growing,” with population increases of about 15-18% in each town between 2000 and
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2010. Waitsfield and Craftsbury were considered “slow growing,” with population
increases only between 3.5-6.0% in those towns during the same time period.
Table 1: Characteristics of study sites (sources: American Community Survey & VT Dept. of Labor)

Pop.,
2010

Vermont
Cabot
Craftsbury
Eden
Waitsfield

% Pop. Median
%
%
Change,
Age, Change Housing
2000-2010 2010
in
Stock in
Median Seasonal
Age,
Use
20002010
625,741
2.8
41.5
10.08%
1,433
18.1
43.0
13.46%
20.5
1,206
6.2
44.1
6.52%
17
1,323
14.8
37.4
10.98%
26.3
1,719
3.6
45.9
13.90%
18.4

Per
Median UnemCapita Family ployment
Income, Income,
Rate,
2010
2010
2010

27,478
23,661
20,031
23,131
32,741

64.135
59,464
49,297
58,313
85,110

5.9
4.7
1.7
4.7
4.7

Data collection
Using the Vermont state 2009 property tax list, residential property owners were
identified in the four study towns. The sample frame was reduced to retain all permanent
and seasonal properties, while other types of residences (i.e., commercial apartments,
commercial buildings, farms) were excluded. Properties owned by banks or in trusteeship
were also removed. Using stratified systematic methods, a sample of 1,000 households
was drawn from across the four study towns.
Following Dillman’s (2000) total design method, a notification postcard was
mailed during summer 2010 to each selected household in the four study communities.
This was followed by a mailed survey packet, which contained an introductory letter, a
self-administered mail questionnaire, and a stamped, addressed return envelope. A
reminder postcard was mailed to households two weeks after the first mailing. Two
weeks after that, a second survey packet was mailed to non-respondents. These
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procedures produced a total of 548 completed questionnaires, representing a response rate
of 54.8%.
The questionnaire included 47 questions across 16 pages, and asked about
property ownership and use, seasonal/permanent resident status, community involvement
and satisfaction, support for local development, local social relationships, and personal
characteristics of the respondent. Questionnaire items were adapted from prior research
(Clendenning, Field, & Jensen, 2004; Eisenhauer, Krannich, & Blahna, 2000; Smith &
Krannich, 2000) and developed with respect to local conditions (Geczi, 2005; Kuentzel &
Ramaswamy, 2005). By adapting a survey instrument employed in other amenity-rich
rural communities in the United States, this project increases the number of comparable
case studies in the amenity-migration research literature. This is one of the suggested
strategies for alleviating the “too few cases/too many variables” problem in case-study
designs (Goggin, 1986).

Measures
Our first dependent variable, community development, was constructed from fivequestions (improving local shopping choices; improving suitable housing; increasing
opportunity to earn an adequate income; improving senior citizen services and programs;
improving local schools and educational programs), with each item measured using a 5point Likert scale (extremely unimportant=1, somewhat unimportant=2, neither
unimportant nor important=3, somewhat important=4, extremely important=5). The interitem correlation of the five measures was high (Cronbach’s alpha was .71). Principal
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component factor analysis was conducted and the items were found to be unidimensional.
The second dependent variable, community preservation, was measured with a
five-question summative scale (preserving traditional ways of life and values; preserving
opportunities for outdoor recreation; preserving local cultural or historic resources;
preserving agricultural land and open space; effectiveness of local government).
Respondents were asked to respond to each statement using the same 5-point Likert scale
as community development items. The inter-item correlation of the five measures was
high (Cronbach’s alpha was .82), and principal component factor analysis confirmed the
items to be uni-dimensional.
Independent variables included age, education, and income, as well as resident
type (long-term permanent residents, short-term permanent residents, and seasonal
homeowners) and town of residence. Long-term permanent residents were defined as
those who had lived for more than 12 years in the study communities; short-term
permanent residents had lived in a study community for less than 12 years. As previous
studies pointed out (Clendenning, Field, & Kapp, 2005; Smith & Krannich, 2000), it is
important to capture the major waves of in-migration to rural communities in determining
newcomers and long-term residents. Twelve years was chosen as the cut-off point for
classifying short-term and long-term residents because much of the rapid growth and inmigration to the Northern Forest region of Vermont occurred during the late 1990s.
Seasonal residents were also questioned about the number of days per year they had spent
at their seasonal home.
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Data analysis involved three stages. First, chi-square analysis and one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to test for differences in the socio-demographic
characteristics across the three types of residents. ANOVA was applied to test study
hypotheses. Then, Univariate Analysis of Variance was used to analyze the effects of
residence type, growth rate, and three socio-demographic variables on the community
development and community preservation variables. The interaction effect between
residence type and growth rate was also examined in the model.
Findings
Descriptive analysis
Table 2 presents the sample composition of resident type across each town. Longterm permanent residents are the largest group in every town. In Cabot and Waitsfield,
short-term permanent residents are the second largest group, while seasonal homeowners
outnumbered the others in Craftsbury and Eden. In this sample, the proportion of
seasonal homeowners in three of the study towns was comparable to census data
averages, although the sample of seasonal homeowners in Cabot was slightly higher than
in census data. There is no difference in resident composition between fast growth
(Cabot, Eden) and slow growth communities (Craftsbury, Waitsfield).
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Table 2: Sample composition of resident type by growth rate

Resident Type
Growth Rate
Fast Growth
Communities
(Eden, Cabot)
Slow Growth
Communities
(Waitsfield,
Craftsbury)
Total

Long-term
Permanent
Residents

Short-term
Permanent
Residents

Seasonal
Homeowners

Total

104 (45.8%)

48 (52.7%)

68 (53.5%)

220 (49.4%)

123 (54.2%)

43 (47.3%)

59 (46.5%)

225 (50.6%)

227 (51.0%)

91 (20.5%)

127 (28.5%)

445

Table 3 describes the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents.
Analysis of age, gender, education, and income revealed significant differences across the
three types of residents. According to the Bonferroni test, short-term permanent residents
were significantly younger (mean age=48) than long-term permanent residents (mean
age=59) and seasonal homeowners (mean age=60). Seasonal homeowners were more
likely to be male, compared to short- and long-term permanent residents. On average,
seasonal homeowners were more educated and wealthier than the permanent resident
groups.
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Table 3: Demographic profiles by resident types

Total
Sample
Age
Mean (Median)
Number of cases
ANOVA Test
Sex
Male (%)
Female (%)
Number of cases
χ2 (Chi-Square Test)
Education
Less than a high school degree
(%)
High school degree or GED (%)
Some college (%)
2 year technical or associates
degree (%)
4 year college degree (%)
Advanced degree (%)
Number of cases
χ2 (Chi-Square Test)
Income
Less than $15,000 (%)
$15,000 to $34,999 (%)
$35,000 to $49,999 (%)
$50,000 to $74,999 (%)
$75,000 to $99,999 (%)
$100,000 to 149,000 (%)
$150,000 or more (%)
Number of cases
χ2 (Chi-Square Test)

Long-term
Permanent
Residents

Short-term
Permanent
Residents

Seasonal
Homeowners

57.0 (57)
58.5 (59)a
49.3 (48)b
435
223
91
F=21.7 (df=2) significant at p<.000
51.7
46.2
49.5
48.3
53.8
50.5
435
223
91
χ2 =9.8 (df=2) significant at p<.01

59.9 (60)a
121

63.6
36.4
121

2.1

4.1

0.0

0.0

19.4
11.8
10.0

25.9
12.3
8.6

15.6
14.4
5.6

10.7
9.0
15.6

29.4
27.3

26.4
42.2
22.7
22.2
220
90
χ2 =419.7214 (df=10) significant at p<.000

25.4
39.3
122

5.2
7.7
4.4
16.2
21.1
15.5
13.3
18.3
14.4
24.1
25.5
26.7
17.4
14.4
17.8
10.3
6.7
14.4
13.5
6.3
6.7
407
208
90
χ2 =83.04 (df=14) significant at p<.000

.9
7.4
2.8
19.3
22.9
13.8
33.0
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Table 4 displays results for five individual items used to measure community
development, and Table 5 shows five individual items used to measure community
preservation. Cronbach’s alphas for community development and community
preservation for the total sample and for sub-groups satisfy the minimum of .70, although
Cronbach’s alpha for community development for seasonal homeowners marginally met
this criterion at .69 (Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). The data show that within the
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combined sample of long-term and short-term permanent residents and seasonal
homeowners from all four study communities, long- and short-term permanent residents
reported higher levels of support for all items of the community development measure,
compared to seasonal homeowners (Table 4). “Increasing opportunity to earn an adequate
income” and “Improving local schools and educational programs” received the highest
support by both types of permanent residents. Regarding community preservation (Table
5), there were no considerable differences across three resident types. Both types of
permanent residents as well as seasonal homeowners reported very high levels of support
on community preservation issues.
Table 4: Mean value of community development by resident type

Community
Development Items
Improving local shopping
choices
Improving suitable
housing
Increasing opportunity to
earn an adequate income
Improving senior citizen
services and programs
Improving local schools
and educational programs
Cronbach alpha

Total Sample

Long-term
Permanent
Residents

Short-term
Permanent
Residents

Seasonal
Homeowners

N

mean

N

mean

N

mean

N

mean

428

3.36

215

3.37

88

3.51

117

3.18

428

3.47

215

3.56

88

3.72

117

3.09

428

4.18

215

4.33

88

4.18

117

3.87

428

3.92

215

4.05

88

4.16

117

3.53

428

3.36

215

3.37

88

3.51

117

3.18

.74

.75
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.74

.69

Table 5: Mean value of preservation items by resident type

Preservation Items
Preserving traditional
ways of life and values
Preserving
opportunities for
outdoor recreation
Preserving local
cultural or historic
resources
Preserving agricultural
land and open space
Effectiveness of local
government
Cronbach alpha

N

mean

Long-term
Permanent
Residents
N
mean

434

4.15

217

4.25

89

434

4.43

217

4.36

434

4.27

217

434

4.49

434

4.15

Total Sample

Short-term
Permanent
Residents
N
mean

Seasonal
Homeowners
N

mean

4.04

120

4.03

89

4.52

120

4.48

4.31

89

4.18

120

4.29

217

4.50

89

4.58

120

4.43

217

4.21

89

4.29

120

3.93

.80

.81

.77

.80

ANOVA tests and Univariate Analysis of Variance
ANOVA was used to examine hypotheses 1 and 2. The ANOVA test (F=17.4;
df=2, significant at p<.000) revealed significant differences in levels of support towards
community development initiatives across the three types of residents (Table 6); there
was no significant difference in the community preservation variable across three resident
types. In particular, seasonal homeowners were less supportive of community
development initiatives than were long- and short-term permanent residents, though all
types of respondents exhibited similar levels of support relative to preserving community
resources and amenities.
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Table 6: Mean value for development initiative and preservation by resident type

Development
Initiative

Preservation

Resident Type

N

Mean

SD

Long-term
Permanent
Residents
Newer
Permanent
Residents
Seasonal
Homeowner
Long-term
Permanent
Residents
Newer
Permanent
Residents
Seasonal
Homeowner

215

19.20

3.41

88

19.17

3.29

117

17.06

3.15

217

21.63

3.14

89

21.62

3.15

120

21.15

3.21

ANOVA tests also indicated that residents in communities with different rates of
growth expressed different levels of support for community development initiatives as
well as for community preservation. Residents in slow growth communities tended to be
more supportive of community development initiatives (F=8.08; df=1, significant at
p<.005) and preserving community resources and amenities (F=6.14; df=1, significant at
p<.01), compared to those in fast growing communities (Table 7).
Table 7: Mean value for development initiative and preservation by growth rate

Development
Initiative
Preservation

Resident Type
Fast-Growth
Communities
Slow-Growth
Communities
Fast-Growth
Communities
Slow-Growth
Communities

N
212

Mean
18.15

SD
3.79

216

19.09

3.03

215

21.12

3.47

219

21.86

2.82
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Additionally, Univariate Analysis of Variance was conducted to examine the
interaction effect between resident type and growth rate variables on community
development (Table 8) and community preservation (Table 9). In this model, other socioeconomic variables such as age, income and education were also examined to identify
their effects on respondents’ perceptions towards community development and
preserving resources and amenities in the community. Data show no interaction effect
between growth and resident type, but the growth variable had a significant effect on both
the development and preservation variables (consistent with ANOVA tests). The resident
type variable was also found to have a statistically significant effect, although only on
development (again consistent with ANOVA), while the education variable had an effect
on preservation.

Table 8: Univariate analysis of variance test on community development

Sources
Corrected Model
Intercept
Growth Rate
Resident Type
Growth*Resident Type
Age
Income
Education
Error
Total
Corrected Total
R2
Adjusted R2

Type III Sum
of Squares
507.916
3815.957
129.641
229.634
18.591
.588
1.122
37.178
3985.920
140686.000
4493.836
.113
.094

df
8
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
381
390
389
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Mean
Square
63.490
3815.957
129.641
114.817
9.296
.588
1.122
37.178
10.462

F
6.069
364.754
12.392
10.975
.889
.056
.107
3.554

Significance
.000
.000
.000
.000
.412
.813
.743
.060

Table 9: Univariate analysis of variance test on community preservation

Sources
Corrected Model
Intercept
Growth
Resident Type
Growth*Resident Type
Age
Income
Education
Error
Total
Corrected Total

Type III Sum
of Squares
125.590
4314.205
39.978
20.887
2.719
.848
2.519
40.058
3677.673
185737.000
3803.263

df
8
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
383
392
391

Mean
Square
15.699
4314.205
39.978
10.444
1.359
848
2.519
40.058

F

Significance

1.635
449.290
4.163
1.088
.142
.088
.262
4.219

.113
.000
.042
.338
.868
.766
.609
.041

9.602

Discussion
The main purpose of this study was to examine differences between seasonal and
permanent residents in amenity-rich rural towns growing at different rates, with respect to
attitudes toward community development and preservation of local natural and cultural
resources. The results indicated that the composition of fast and slow growth towns was
similar in terms of the proportion of seasonal residents, short-term permanent residents,
and long-term permanent residents, but that seasonal residents tended to be wealthier and
more educated than the permanent residents. The study also found that short-term
permanent residents were significantly younger than the other two groups. Further, we
found that permanent and seasonal homeowners held similar attitudes toward
preservation issues around local natural and cultural resources. However, statistically
significant differences were observed between permanent residents and seasonal
homeowners with respect to community development. Overall, permanent residents were
more supportive of community development than seasonal homeowners, as the first
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hypothesis predicted. This difference was significant in both fast and slow growing
towns. Regardless of the type of town where seasonal homeowners had their second
home property, seasonal homeowners expressed similarly lower levels of support for
community development, compared to permanent residents.
The analysis further indicated that the towns’ rate of growth had a statistically
significant effect on attitudes toward community development and preservation: residents
of slow growing towns expressed stronger support for both community development and
preservation than residents of fast growing towns. This finding was, to some extent,
consistent with the second hypothesis – that members of fast growing communities would
be more apprehensive of development. The finding does confirm that those who live in
rapidly growing communities are less supportive of additional development – as the
hypothesis would predict – but we also expected residents of fast growing towns to be
more supportive, relative to residents of slow growing towns, of initiatives that protect
community resources in the face of change. The study did not confirm that expectation. It
is possible that, in rapidly changing communities, personal interactions and solidarity
with one’s neighbors are weakened while individual needs and impersonal social roles
are heightened (Tönnies, 1963). This may lead some residents to place less value on
preserving traditional ways of life and community assets such as open space and historic
resources, relative to those who experience a slower rate of social change.
Although we found differences among short-term permanent residents, long-term
permanent residents, and seasonal residents with regards to age, income, and education
level, only education had a statistically significant effect on residents’ attitudes –
although only toward community preservation. The towns’ growth rates, on the other
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hand, had an effect on attitudes toward both preservation and development. The only
other variable that had an effect was the type of resident: seasonal residents were less
supportive of community development initiatives than permanent residents. These results
may imply that differences between longtime permanent residents and newly arrived
permanent residents are not dominant factors for possible cultural clash or conflicts in
amenity rich rural communities that undergo social, cultural, and economic changes with
in-migration. Rather, conflicts over community development and preservation efforts
may be more related to differences between seasonal and permanent residents and to the
different growth rates experienced by towns in the transition from resource-dependency
to amenity-based economies. As boomtown and rapid growth literature has shown
(Freudenburg, 1984; Greider & Krannich, 1985; Krannich & Greider, 1984; Park &
Stokowski, 2009; Schafft, Glenna, Green, & Borlu, 2014), growth level (i.e., rapid
growth vs. slow growth) plays a significant role in processes of rural transition, and rapid
growth tends to stress most aspects of community life. Community conflicts around rapid
resource development have been studied in different contexts (Canan & Hennessy, 1989;
Stokowski, 1996); our study suggests that it may be essential to approach the impacts of
seasonal home development from this tradition of research as well.
Furthermore, not only growth level or developmental stage in communities but
also types of resource or amenity should be factored into consideration. The study of
diverse rural tourism communities done by Park and Stokowski (2009, 2011) suggested
that growth was highly related to types of tourism resources, indicating that some types
of tourism development would yield much more rapid and higher growth than others. It is
likely that different types of community amenity would attract different types of new in118

migration as well as investment or development – and that some of these would drive
higher growth than others. In our study, the fastest growing town were those with more
common amenities (rolling agricultural settings, and lakes), while the “more scenic”
landscapes (mountainous, and historic landscapes) were slower-growing. The influence
of stronger land use controls in “more scenic” landscapes might also be a factor in
community orientations to growth and preservation.

Conclusion
Vermont’s scenic rural communities are attracting many new residents – some
who visit seasonally, others who move to the state permanently. This influx of people can
introduce or give voice to new values and challenge established social, cultural, and
economic practices. Imputed differences between longtime residents and new arrivals are
assumed to impact attitudes toward measures that encourage or control future growth.
Our study of four amenity-rich Vermont towns growing at different rates suggests that
studying permanent and seasonal residents may indeed help communities better
understand potential conflicts over development, but that any differences between those
who have lived in the state a long time and those who have only recently become
permanent residents may not have a statistically significant effect on such conflicts. Our
research also indicates that seasonal residents are not very different from permanent
residents with respect to initiatives that attempt to preserve traditional values and ways of
life and protect the community’s natural, cultural, and historical resources. In other
words, there seems to be a lot of common ground not only between newly arrived and
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long-term permanent residents, but also between permanent residents in general and
seasonal residents.
Furthermore, our research indicates that comparing communities along a
continuum of slower to faster growth may also help planners understand the timing and
magnitude of local development opportunities and impacts that affect perceived citizen
wellbeing. The same community development and preservation proposals may be
received very differently in a town undergoing rapid social change and in a town
experiencing relatively slow change. The residents of this latter type of town may be
more receptive of efforts aimed at improving housing, education, shopping, and
employment opportunities as well as preserving open space and cultural and historical
resources than those who live in a rapidly growing town.
This study has practical and scholarly benefits, particularly in terms of helping
local leaders as well as researchers better understand the factors associated with support
for development and preservation initiatives in amenity-rich rural communities. At the
same time, this study’s findings should be complemented with an analysis of the
perspectives of decision-makers and planning stakeholders in the same four towns.
Aggregating individual attitudes toward planning efforts with local leaders’
interpretations of the changes occurring in the towns can give us a richer understanding
of the socioeconomic challenges facing rural America.
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